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General information 
about the ConferenCe

The textlink coSt action addresses discourse relational devices (drds) 
in terms of resources, annotation models (including their comparability), and 
tools both for annotating drds and interconnecting annotated data. With a 
network covering research on no less than 20 different languages, written as 
well as spoken discourse, in a variety of genres and registers, and corpora that 
range from „in construction” to „fully annotated”, the second action conference 
will constitute a milestone in (re)defining the objectives that need to be reached 
in view of constructing a textlink portal that make these resources and tools 
more widely known and available. 

The meeting is open to everyone, both current members of textlink and 
other researchers and practitioners working in the area. 

in addition to the main meeting, there will be a WorkGroup2/WG3 work-
shop on 13–14 april 2016, focusing on the comparison of annotation schemes 
and their interfacing. 

Invited speakers: 
andrei popescu-belis (idiap research institute, martigny, Switzerland) 
nina Vyatkina (university of Kansas, lawrence KS, united States) 

Program Committee: 
maria Josep cuenca (university of Valencia) 
liesbeth degand (université catholique de louvain) 
peter furkó (Károli Gáspár university of the reformed church 
 in hungary) 
daniel hardt (copenhagen business School) 
Jiří mírovský (charles university in prague) 
philippe muller (university of toulouse) 
piotr pezik (university of Łódź) 
hannah rohde (university of edinburgh) 
ted Sanders (utrecht university) 
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manfred Stede (potsdam university) 
Jacqueline Visconti (university of Genoa) 
bonnie Webber (university of edinburgh) 
deniz Zeyrek (middle east technical university) 
Sandrine Zufferey (university of bern)

Organisers: 
péter furkó (Károli Gáspár university of the reformed church in 
 hungary, budapest)
liesbeth degand (université catholique de louvain)
csilla dér (Károli Gáspár university of the reformed church in 
 hungary, budapest)
Judit nagy (Károli Gáspár university of the reformed church in 
 hungary, budapest)
alexandra fodor (budapest business School–university of applied 
 Sciences)
Ágnes abuczki (mta-de research Group)
anna nagy (university of debrecen)

Date: 
monday, 11 april, 2016 to Thursday, 14 april, 2016

Venues:
Main Building 25–27 dózsa György Street, budapest, hungary, h–1146
Synod Building 16 Szabó József Street, budapest, hungary, h–1146

Getting to the Synod from the main building (see also Appendix)

Sessions marked as Synod (all plenaries and some of the talks) will be held 
in an off-site building of the Synod of the hungarian reformed church (16 Sza-
bó József Street). turn left as you leave the main building (25 dózsa György 
Street) and head south-east towards abonyi utca. turn left onto abonyi utca 
and walk about 400 ms. When you reach Szabó József utca turn right, and you’ll 
find the entrance of the building at number 16. The auditorium is on the first 
floor.

Peti
Typewritten Text

Peti
Typewritten Text
 





ConferenCe SChedule
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Monday 11 April 2016

08.30–10.30 Steering Committee meeting – Main Building Room 24

11.00–13.00 MC meeting – Main Building Room 24
 (non-mc members are welcome to attend without voting rights)

13.00–14.15 Lunch – Main Building Rooms 9 and 11

14.15–14.30 Welcome / Conference Opening – Synod Building
 prof. liesbeth degand, chair of textlink action
 dr. enikő Sepsi, dean, Károli Gáspár university of the reformed  
 church in hungary

14.30–15.30 Plenary 1 – Synod Building
 Manual and Automatic Labeling of Discourse Connectives for  
 Machine Translation 
 andrei popescu-belis, idiap research institute

15.30–16.00 Coffee – Main Building Rooms 9 and 11

16.00–18.00 Poster session 1 – Main Building Rooms 24 and 20
Automatic prediction of implicit discourse relations in Turkish 
murathan Kurfalı, deniz Zeyrek and teresa Gonçalves

Analyzing discourse relational devices: quantitative and qualita-
tive perspectives 
Johannes angermüller and péter furkó

Discourse Treebanks in a Graph Database 
laurence danlos and pierre magistry

A new approach to merging and querying parallel text annotations
arne neumann, uladzimir Sidarenka and manfred Stede

Sentence-initial discourse markers in the Finnish Internet 
Veronika laippala, aki-Juhani Kyröläinen, Johanna Komppa, 
maria Vilkuna and Jyrki Kalliokoski, filip Ginter

Towards Discourse Parsing in Spanish 
iria da cunha
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Comparing Discourse Annotation Schemes from an NLP Per-
spective 
chloé braud

Markers of mirativity in Hungarian 
ildikó Vaskó

19.00– Social dinner – Építészpince (Builders’ Vault) 
 1088 Ötpacsirta utca 2.

Tuesday 12 April 2016

09.00–11.00 Synod Building
Oral presentations to kick-off discussion on: Annotation Di-
mensions and their Inter-dependencies

Interdependence of annotation levels in a functional taxonomy 
for discourse markers in spoken corpora 
ludivine crible, liesbeth degand and anne-catherine Simon

On temporality in discourse annotation 
Jacqueline evers-Vermeul, Jet hoek and merel Scholman

How can we relate various annotation schemes? Unifying Di-
mensions in Discourse Relations 
ted Sanders, Vera demberg, Jacqueline evers-Vermeul, Jet 
hoek, merel Scholman and Sandrine Zufferey

11.00–11.45 Coffee – Synod Building

11.45–12.45 Plenary 2 – Synod Building
What can multilingual discourse-annotated corpora do for lan-
guage learning and teaching 
nina Vyatkina, university of Kansas

12.45–14.00 Lunch – Main Building Rooms 9 and 11
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14.00–16.00 Poster session 2 – Main Building Room 24
Putting things together: Correlating discourse relations 
with other types of linguistic data 
eva hajicova, barbora hladka, pavlina Jinova and Sarka Zikanova

Referring expressions as cohesive devices in multiple languages 
yulia Grishina and manfred Stede

How do expectations based on contextual signals guide 
the processing of additive and causal relations? 
merel Scholman, pim mak and ted Sanders

Discourse segmentation and ambiguity in discourse structure 
Jet hoek, Jacqueline evers-Vermeul and ted Sanders

Automatic Prosodic Annotation for DRD Analysis 
istván Szekrényes

Some considerations on the use of main verbs to express 
rhetorical relations 
amália mendes, pierre lejeune and nuno martins

An annotation by speech act labels for dialogue discourse 
analysis in Japanese, French and English 
mutsuko tomokiyo

Categories and Annotation of Negative Emotionality Discourse 
Markers in Spoken Language 
barbara lewandowska-tomaszczyk and paul a. Wilson

16.00–16.30 Coffee – Main Building Rooms 9 and 11

16.30–18.30 Synod Building
Oral presentations to kick-off discussion on: 
DRDs and (other) Evidence for Discourse Relations

Several Observations from the Annotation of Discourse 
Connectives in the Prague Dependency Treebank 
Katerina rysova, eva hajicova, magdalena rysova and Jiri mirovsky
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A Discourse Annotated Corpus of Conjoined VPs 
bonnie Webber, rashmi prasad, alan lee and aravind Joshi

Data-driven discourse markers representation and classification 
Juliette conrath, philippe muller, Stergos afantenos and 
nicholas asher

20.00– Social program: cruise along the Danube – Port (harbour) 
 at Jászai Mari tér

Wednesday 13 April 2016

09.00–11.00 Poster Session 3 – Main Building Room 215
Studying the position of Discourse Relational Devices in signed 
languages: adapting the Basic Discourse Units Model to the signed 
modality 
Sílvia Gabarró-lópez and laurence meurant

Discourse Structuring Devices on Twitter 
tatjana Scheffler, rike Schlüter and manfred Stede

Semantic weakening of discourse structuring devices 
Šárka Zikánová, liesbeth degand, péter furkó, 
Sandrine Zufferey and Ágnes abuczki

LDM-PT A Portuguese Lexicon of Discourse Markers 
amália mendes and pierre lejeune

From Monolingual Annotations towards Cross-lingual Resources: 
An Interoperable Approach to the Analysis of Discourse
ekaterina lapshinova-Koltunski, Kerstin anna Kunz and anna 
nedoluzhko

Discourse features for computational stylometry 
ben Verhoeven and Walter daelemans

Annotating metadiscourse markers in the English-Spanish MUL-
TINOT corpus: preliminary steps 
Julia lavid and lara moraton

Annotation of discourse units and speech ruptures in spontaneous 
conversations within a segmentation system elena pascual aliaga
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11.00–11.30 Coffee – Main Building Rooms 9 and 11

11.30–13.00 Main Building Room 215
 Special focus group discussion on constructing and enriching 
 DRD lexicons

13.00–14.30 Closing and lunch – Main Building Rooms 9 and 11

14.30–16.00 WG2 and WG3 workshop – Main Building Room 215

16.00–16.30 Coffee – Main Building Rooms 9 and 11

16.30–18.00 WG2 and WG3 workshop – Main Building Room 215

19.30– Social program: Budapest Spring Festival Concert
 Concert hall, Liszt Ferenc tér 8.

Thursday 14 April 2016

09.00–10.30 WG2 and WG3 workshop – Main Building Room 24

10.30–11.00 Coffee – Main Building Room 9

11.00–13.00 WG2 and WG3 workshop – Main Building Room 24



Keynote paperS
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Andrei Popescu-Belis 

manual and automatic labeling 
of discourse Connectives 
for machine translation

Idiap Research Institute
rue marconi 19, ch-1920 martigny, Switzerland

andrei.popescu-belis@idiap.ch

Introduction

The automatic translation of discourse connectives must cope with the fact 
that discourse connectives are often multi-functional, in other words, a con-
nective in a source language may signal different discourse relations upon dif-
ferent occurrences. in translation, these relations may be expressed by different 
connectives in the target language. to generate an accurate output, a machine 
translation (mt) system must be able to deal with such translation divergencies. 
The knowledge that a system can leverage to solve these translation divergen-
cies depends on its architecture, but the pragmatic functions of discourse con-
nectives suggest that examining only their local context cannot always enable 
a system to generate a correct translation. instead, knowledge of the discourse 
relation signaled by a connective is the key information enabling a system to 
reliably generate a correct translation for each occurrence of a discourse con-
nective. 

exploiting knowledge from discourse relations for mt requires answering 
three main questions. first, how should one define the range of possible dis-
course relations that are needed to enable mt systems to reliably produce cor-
rect outputs? Then, how can a system identify the correct relation for each oc-
currence of a connective, without the need for human intervention? and finally, 
how could this information be integrated with the other features that govern the 
generation of the target sentence in an mt system?
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in my presentation, i will answer these questions by presenting the research 
results of two large collaborative projects,1 with participants from idiap and the 
universities of Geneva, utrecht, and Zürich. in these projects, we designed and 
evaluated the first operational method to improve the automatic translation of 
discourse connectives by leveraging text-level features to identify discourse re-
lations, and conveying this information to a statistical mt system from english 
to four target languages (french, German, italian and arabic). in the process, 
the issue of defining a range of discourse relations has been addressed from a 
practical, application-oriented perspective.

Classification and labeling of discourse connectives

The main linguistic challenge was the definition of a range of possible dis-
course relations signaled by discourse connectives, bearing in mind several 
requirements: theoretical grounding; availability of corpora annotated with 
the corresponding labels (at least for testing our systems, but preferably also 
for training them) or, alternatively, feasibility of manual annotation within an 
acceptable time frame; applicability to the languages of the project (english, 
french, German, italian, with priority to the first one); and tractability of auto-
matic annotation with acceptable accuracy.

in the first phase of the project, we have examined the existing classifications 
of discourse relations and the corresponding connectives. While they all ap-
peared to offer sufficient granularity among the relations that we needed, only 
few annotated corpora were available with these annotations (or none at all), 
and manual annotation was too costly to be done within our project (due to the 
required level of detail). The major annotated resource, in english, was the penn 
discourse treebank (pdtb), but this resource still raised two problems: being 
monolingual, it did not enable mt experiments (which require parallel corpo-
ra); and the automatic annotation with pdtb labels, although already studied in 
the literature, was quite challenging. We even considered the possibility of an-
notating only translation divergencies, in other words, observing the discourse 
connectives which have several possible translations in parallel corpora, and 
annotate each target-side occurrence simply with its translation.

 1 The comtiS and modern Sinergia projects, supported by the Swiss national Science 
foundation.
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The solution that we finally adopted2 was halfway between a theoretically-
oriented annotation scheme and a fully empirical one based on observed diver-
gencies. first, using translation spotting by human coders, we annotated all the 
observed translations of several discourse connective types in parallel corpora 
(excerpts from europarl, with en/fr and en/de, using only texts originally 
written in english). The observed translations were either target connectives 
or other constructions. This annotation gave us a precise view of the range of 
possible translations of seven highly multi-functional english connectives: al-
though, however, meanwhile, since, (even) though, while and yet. These trans-
lations were clustered a posteriori into “senses” (or labels) inspired from the 
second level of the pdtb (e.g. for since: ‘causal’, ‘temporal’, or ‘causal/temporal’). 
about 2000 instances have thus been annotated and are made available.3

Automatic annotation of English discourse connectives

The annotated resources were used to train and test systems for automatic 
labeling of connectives using the set of labels we designed. The systems had 
access to a set of surface features for each english connective, including non-
local ones, which can be extracted automatically so that the labeling can be 
done without human intervention. The features included state-of-the-art po-
sitional, word-level and syntactic features, as well as semantically-oriented and 
contextual features, such as the detection of pairs of synonyms or antonyms on 
each side of a connective, features from an rSt discourse parser, and timeml 
labels – all from the sentence containing the connective and the previous one. 
Several types of classifiers were trained on the europarl and pdtb data (with an 
appropriate mapping of labels in the latter case), and tested on subsets that were 
not seen during training. The best performing classifier, the maximum entropy 
one, reached scores above or comparable to those of previous studies: the accu-
racies (f1 scores) vary between 0.5 and 0.9 depending on the connective and on 
the testing set.4 all features were shown to be beneficial to automatic discourse 
relation labeling.

 2 cartoni et al (2013). See also: danlos & roze (2011).
 3 popescu-belis et al. (2012). The data is available from http://www.idiap.ch/dataset/disco-

annotation. 
 4 meyer (2015), chapter 5; meyer et al. (2015).
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Machine translation of labeled discourse connectives 
and its evaluation

however, our final goal was not the labeling of discourse connectives per se, 
but the use of the automatically assigned labels in an end-to-end mt system. 
We determined by experimentation, using the moses toolkit,5 that factored 
translation models were the most effective solution. We trained four mt sys-
tems for translating from english into, respectively, french, German, italian, 
and arabic, and provided them, for the test data, with the labels of each connec-
tive as hypothesized by our system.6

to evaluate the improvement brought by the (imperfect) connective labels 
that were automatically assigned, the frequently-used n-gram based bleu 
metric is not sensitive enough to measure the changes. Therefore, one must 
examine whether the translations of connectives by the modified mt system 
are better, or (as a proxy) closer to the reference translation, than those of an 
unmodified system. We therefore designed the act metric (standing for ac-
curacy of connective translation) to automatically compare the connectives 
translated by a system with those of a reference translation. although identity 
with the reference is not compulsory for a translation to be correct, similarity 
with the reference over a large number of occurrences is a reliable indicator of 
quality. depending on the test data and language pair, we found that our sys-
tems improved up to 7% of the discourse connectives in translation.

Conclusion and perspectives

We have presented an end-to-end solution to improve the automatic transla-
tion of discourse connectives, from english to four target languages. The solu-
tion relies on the automatic labeling of discourse connectives in source texts, by 
a classifier trained using machine learning. its design required the definition of 
a practical set of labels characterizing the “senses” of discourse connectives, and 
the annotation of a sizeable corpus with these labels.

The method presented here is one of the first attempts to use discourse-level 
information to improve statistical mt. Within our consortium, we have also 
explored the case of verb tenses, focusing on translation divergencies of eng-

 5 available from www.stamt.org/moses/.
 6 meyer (2015), chapter 7; meyer et al. (2015).
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lish Simple past into to french, which can be addressed through a similar ap-
proach (using french tenses as labels). We are currently exploring the use of 
co-reference information, either to improve pronoun choice, or more generally 
to constrain the translation of all noun phrases. however, the relational nature 
of co-referent expressions appears to be more challenging to model in order to 
observe an improvement over a pure statistical mt system.

References

■ cartoni, b., Zufferey, S. & meyer, t. 2013. annotating the meaning of dis-
course connectives by looking at their translation: The translation-spotting 
technique. Dialogue & Discourse 4 (2): 65–86.
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Langues Naturelles (TALN), montpellier, france.

■ meyer, t. 2015. Discourse-level features for statistical machine translation, 
phd thesis, École polytechnique fédérale de lausanne (epfl), n. 6501.

■ meyer, t., hajlaoui, n. & popescu-belis, a. 2015. disambiguating discourse 
connectives for Statistical machine translation. IEEE/ACM Transactions on 
Audio, Speech and Language Processing (TASLP) 23 (7): 1184–1197.

■ popescu-belis, a., meyer, t., liyanapathirana, J., cartoni, b. & Zufferey, S. 
2012. discourse-level annotation over europarl for machine translation: 
connectives and pronouns. in: Proceedings of the 8th Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference (LREC), istanbul, turkey.
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Nina Vyatkina 

What can multilingual 
discourse-annotated corpora do for 

language learning and teaching?
university of Kansas, lawrence KS, united States

vyatkina@ku.edu

Introduction

This talk explores existing and potential interfaces between learner corpus 
research (lcr), corpus-based teaching (a.k.a. data-driven learning, or ddl), 
discourse studies, and the textlink annotation efforts. first, i will present the 
state-of-the-art of lcr that focuses on learner use of cohesive devices in their 
Second language (l2). after that, i will review ddl applications for teaching 
cohesive devices. i will conclude by outlining future research directions in which 
multilingual discourse-annotated corpora can help advance lcr and ddl. 

Learner corpus research on cohesive devices

The advent of learner corpora has enriched the data landscape for empirical 
l2 research tremendously. most lcr studies employ the contrastive interlan-
guage analysis method (Granger 2015). using this method, researchers com-
pare and contrast learner and native speaker corpora to find patterns of over-
use, underuse, or misuse of target language phenomena by learners in compari-
son with native speakers or with other learners. most of this research involves 
relatively advanced l2 learners, and most found patterns exemplify stylistically 
infelicitous language use rather than grammatical errors. This is especially rel-
evant to discourse studies, as “[i]t has been demonstrated that discourse is a 
crucial aspect for l2 learners of a language, especially at more advanced levels” 
(neff-van aertselaer 2015: 255). although still small in number, lcr discourse 
studies have addressed a wide array of phenomena, including coherence, co-
hesion, thematic progression, and textual rhetorical features. cohesive devices 
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have attracted the most attention of lcr scholars, which is not surprising given 
that they feature prominently in l2 pedagogy and assessment. 

most studies conducted on cohesive devices in written learner corpora found 
that there is no uniform pattern of underuse or overuse but that their use is 
modulated by four main variables. The first of these variables is connector types: 
learners primarily use generic connectors (e.g., those expressing addition, ex-
emplification, or emphasis) but, compared to native speakers, they underuse 
genre-specific connectors such as contrastive and grounding connectors used 
for argument. The second is the first language (l1) transfer effect, where learn-
ers use language patterns typical of their l1. The third variable is l2 proficiency, 
with more proficient learners exhibiting more native-like trends, and the fourth 
is overall writing competence. all studies that used both expert and novice l1 
corpora as baseline showed that the overuse of connectors was a general feature 
of novice writing. moreover, studies that explored cohesion using coh-metrix, 
a tool that computes multiple cohesion indices for english texts (Graesser et al. 
2004), found that both l1 and l2 essays that were rated as having higher quality 
by expert raters had lower cohesion but more modification and embedding that 
contributed to implicit coherence.

The majority of discourse lcr studies conducted on spoken corpora have 
focused on discourse markers. These studies invariably found that learners used 
both fewer tokens and fewer types of discourse markers compared to native 
speakers or higher proficiency learners. in addition to studies that focused ex-
clusively on frequency, there have also been a few studies that illuminated quali-
tative differences between native and non-native discourse marker use. finally, 
high inter-individual variation has been found in learner corpora. Within the 
same cohort, some learners will overuse while others will underuse one and the 
same discourse marker.

Corpora and language teaching

Whereas lcr studies pinpoint learner problems with cohesive devices, an-
other research strand is the proposal and testing of pedagogical solutions for 
these problems. in the early indirect pedagogical applications, textbook and 
reference grammar authors used corpus research results for material selection. 
more recent years have seen an exponential growth of suggestions for direct 
corpus use by language teachers and learners (ddl). The first recently pub-
lished meta-analysis of ddl studies (cobb & boulton 2015) has shown that 
this innovative teaching method is generally effective (i.e., it leads to significant 
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learning gains), and is more efficient than traditional teaching methods for cer-
tain l2 targets. 

although ddl use for instruction in discourse-pragmatic phenomena is still 
rare, several recent studies have applied this method for teaching english link-
ing adverbials (las) to l2 learners. authors of these studies made their deci-
sion to develop ddl interventions for las due to limitations of available peda-
gogical materials such as simplified models and mismatches between corpus 
and textbook frequencies of different la types. These studies have shown that: 
1) learners acquire las better while using printed concordance lines as refer-
ence materials than while using a bilingual dictionary or a grammar manual; 2) 
learners who directly search corpora for las for several weeks use them with 
higher frequency and accuracy than learners who spend an equal amount of 
time learning with traditional methods; and 3) learners who compare the use 
of las in a native speaker corpus and a learner corpus of their own writing im-
prove la frequency, diversity, and accuracy more than learners who only work 
with native corpora. 

Avenues for future interdisciplinary collaboration 

in summary, lcr and ddl studies provide valuable insights into l2 dis-
course characteristics, problems, and solutions. however, there are a number 
of salient limitations evident from this brief overview that can serve as a sketch 
of promising avenues for future collaboration between l1 and l2 discourse and 
corpus analysts.

first, all discourse lcr studies have so far been ‘word-based’ rather than 
‘category-based’ (hunston 2002) because none of the analyzed corpora were 
annotated for discourse-pragmatic categories. researchers habitually use the 
longman Grammar (biber et al. 1999) list of connectors that fulfill different 
cohesive functions to identify focal phenomena in their corpus data. This also 
entails that the scope of the available research has been limited to rather crudely 
defined discourse categories. if robust fine-grained taxonomies for manual dis-
course annotation are developed for multilingual l1 corpora, they can serve as 
models for annotation of learner corpora. 

in the same vein, if automatic discourse taggers and corpus analysis tools 
are developed for l1 corpora, they can be applied to learner corpora as well. 
as an example, the coh-metrix tool has been successfully applied to both l1 
and l2 english corpora, so similar tools can and should be developed for other 
languages. Such applications could work even with texts produced by less pro-
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ficient learners if learner corpora are error-corrected. The discrepancies in the 
tagger output from the learner language layer and the error correction layer 
would then provide rich material for analyzing unique characteristics of learner 
language – which can be interpreted as either deficiencies or manifestations of 
learner creativity and agency, or both. 

next, access (especially public and free access) to multilingual corpora would 
provide an unprecedented boost to multidimensional analyses of learner texts 
to compare them not only to the target language texts but also to texts in the 
learners’ native language (neff-van aertselaer 2015) produced by both expert 
and novice speakers to gain valuable insights into l1 transfer effects as well as 
overall writing and speaking competence effects.

finally, discourse-annotated corpora – especially corpora of languages other 
than english and oral and multimedia corpora - would present an invaluable 
supplement to the currently insufficient and inadequate teaching materials on 
l2 discourse that can be used in ddl applications. Such applications would 
help reduce teaching-induced errors and help the learners become “not only 
more native-like, but also more expert-like” (leńko-Szymańska 2008: 106). 
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if discourse research accounts for the (social) uses of text and talk, corpus 
analysis is one of the preferred methodologies in this field at the crossroads of 
language and society. corpus analysts typically aim to analyse large collections 
of mostly written texts with the aid of computers. in the research, quantitative 
aspects need to be articulated with qualitative aspects. a number of solutions 
have been proposed to deal with typical problems of such an integration.

accordingly, in the first part of the paper, we will discuss some of the ques-
tions, problems and solutions that discourse researchers from various discipli-
nary background have addressed against the background of the discoursenet 
network (cf. http://www.discourseanalysis.net) and discourse Studies more 
generally.

in the second part of the paper, we will propose a methodology for the analy-
sis of reformulation markers which combines qualitative and quantitative ap-
proaches. 

The most challenging task for discourse annotators is to tag a set of highly 
frequent drds such as well, you know, I mean, I think etc., which are used in a 
wide range of contexts with numerous (discourse-relational as well as interper-
sonal) functions, rather than drds such as in other words, or rather, in short, 
etc. which mark more explicit relations between discourse segments and are 
used with higher type/token ratios. our paper will focus on I mean and its Ger-
man and hungarian counterparts. There is general agreement in the literature 
that a contrastive analysis can help tease out the diversity of meaning relations 
that semantically bleached dms such as I mean mark (cf. mortier & degand, 
2009), while there is also an increasing awareness of the “indexically rich” situ-
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ational meaning of dms (aijmer, 2013) and the resulting need to analyse dms 
across a variety of speech situations and genres. 

moreover, fetzer (2014: 70) argues for an integrated analysis where quanti-
tative methodology is combined with qualitatively oriented interactional and 
pragmatic approaches (e.g. conversation analysis, speech act theory and inter-
actional sociolinguistics), thereby “supplementing frequency and distribution of 
linguistic form with patterned co-occurrences and pragmatic function” (ibid.).

our methodology also aims at clearing up some of the confusion between 
discourse relational and interpersonal functions characterised by many eSl 
textbooks. for example, in crystal and davy’s (1975) classical account, the main 
function of I mean is in clarifying the meaning of the speaker’s immediately pre-
ceding expression, marking a restatement of the previous utterance, providing 
extra information and/or a fresh angle about a previous topic as well as marking 
a change of mind. Swan (1997) argues that I mean introduces explanations, ad-
ditional details, expressions of opinion and corrections, while it can also serve 
softening functions or as “a general-purpose connector of ‘filler’ with little real 
meaning” (1997: 159). 

in order to meet the above demands, our study will map the functional spec-
trum of 92 tokens of I mean in a one-million-word english-German-hungarian 
parallel corpus which is based on the dramatized dialogues in House, M. D. 
season one.

The source language dms have been aligned with the target language lexical 
items (alternatively, the absence of a translation equivalent has been noted), 
while individual tokens of I mean have been annotated for the following formal 
properties:

	dm clusters, collocations, lexical co-occurrence patterns in both left/right 
co-text;

	co-occurrence with pauses and false starts;
	 type of host unit (default structure, focus structure, imperative, question);
	position in utterance (initial, medial, final);
	position in the turn (initial, medial, final);
	 the host unit’s position in conversational structure (first / second part of an 

adjacency pair, embedded sequence).

in terms of functional properties, the following features have been annotated:

	coherence relation between host unit and previous discourse unit (1 im-
plicit, 2 explicit);
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	primary (discourse-relational) functions (1 addition, 2 contrast/conces-
sion, 3 explanation / elaboration, 4 reformulation);

	 secondary (interpersonal and interactional) functions (0 not clear, 1 em-
phasis, 2 hedge, 3 irony);

	 translation equivalents in hungarian and German (1 lexical item, 2 mor-
pho-syntactic form, 3 not translated);

	 scope of I mean (1 wide scope – whole utterance/turn, 2 narrow scope – 
single word or phrase).

The results suggest that dm clusters, scope and target language items are of-
ten reliable indicators of the textual and interpersonal functions I mean marks, 
while positional features, genre, and type of host unit and/or adjacent du might 
also help us differentiate between discourse relational and interpersonal func-
tions.
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The segments of text in a document are linked by discourse relations (such as 
Explanation or Contrast) in order to form a coherent ensemble. a current nlp 
challenge is to design systems that automatically perform discourse analysis. 
recent efforts have been focused on building systems from three corpora: the 
rSt discourse treebank (rSt dt, carlson et al. 2001) and the penn discourse 
treebank (pdtb, rashmi et al. 2008) for english, and annodis (Stergos et al. 
2012) for french. They represent the three main annotation schemes, leading 
to new projects for other languages or domains. They differ on various aspects 
because of their primary objectives, underlying frameworks, or some specific 
choices. in this paper, we want to discuss differences that prevent from any 
straightforward combination of these corpora and highlight the impact of their 
specific features on automatic systems.

a first difference lies in the relation set they defined: there are 78 relations 
in the rSt dt, 18 in annodis and, in the pdtb, a three-level hierarchy with 4 
classes, 16 types and 23 subtypes – the levels 1 and 2 being the most used. The 
difference in terms of size mostly comes from the criteria used to define the re-
lations, linked to the underlying framework for the rSt dt and annodis (resp. 
rSt and Sdrt, mann & Thompson 1988, asher & lascarides 2003). The recent 
parsers (Joty et al. 2012, feng & hirst 2014, Ji & eisenstein 2014) developed on 
the rSt dt, however, use a smaller set of 18 relations (carlson & marcu 2001), 
thus of similar size, because the statistical approaches implemented can hardly 
distinguish between so many relations, with possibly skewness issue, using a 
rather small dataset. There are commonalities: all these relation sets involve 
temporal, causal, conditional, additive and comparative relations. Therefore, it 
would be possible to construct a system combining the datasets that only uses 
these coarse-grained classes. but such a system could be not as useful for down-
stream applications, since it would miss likely crucial fine-grained distinctions. 
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There are, however, fundamental differences for finer grained relations. Some 
relations are specific: only the rSt dt set includes the relations topic-change 
and topic-comment – that could in fact be viewed as another layer of discourse 
annotation (Webber et al. 2011) – or the relation Same-unit – that is not rhe-
torical; only annodis uses frame, a relation linked to a specific segmentation 
choice (i.e. sentence initial adverbial). furthermore, in the pdtb, entity rela-
tions are annotated apart from the rhetorical ones, which led to some confusion 
for the automatic systems that chose either to exclude (as non rhetorical) or to 
include them in the class expansion (but with no solution at level 2), maybe 
because some of them are annotated as elaboration in the rSt dt. finally, the 
merging made for the rSt dt erases the differences on temporal ordering, and 
the level 2 relations of the pdtb only keep the distinction between the syn-
chrony and the asynchrony, losing the distinction between precedence and Suc-
cession corresponding to flashback and narration in annodis. from now on, 
it may thus be interesting to give results on shareable mappings (benamara & 
taboada 2015, prasad & bunt 2015), in order to compare systems built on dif-
ferent corpora. furthermore, a common relation set opens ways to cross-corpus 
studies if, of course, we are able to deal with the other differences, including 
the structure and the segmentation. in particular, the massive amount of data 
annotated in the pdtb should be useful to improve on tasks, such as discourse 
parsing, or languages with fewer resources.

concerning the relations, another choice raising interesting issues from an 
nlp perspective is the possibility, theoretically justified, of annotating multiple 
senses between two spans of text in annodis and the pdtb. The first systems 
dedicated to the identification of implicit relations in the pdtb kept all the an-
notated labels using an evaluation metric counting a correct match if one of the 
possible label is identified (lin et al. 2009). a more natural way would be to use 
multi-label classification algorithms (tsoumakas & Katakis 2006), thus trying to 
identify all the labels associated with a pair of segments, similar to what is done 
for document classification. however, very few examples have multiple labels 
(4.3% of all examples in the pdtb), making it impossible the use of such algo-
rithm. recent studies simply chose to select the first annotated sense (Wang 
et al. 2012) leading to a cleaner evaluation but lacking a proper justification. 
it is therefore important to determine if multiple annotations have been un-
der annotated (miltsakaki et al. 2005) and if we can expect more data in future 
releases, or if we need to make a priori decisions on the relations we want to 
identify in the way the rSt dt manual defines preferences on the annotated 
relations (carlson & marcu 2001b). finally, the underspecified labels allowed in 
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the pdtb, making the annotation easier, are also hard to take into account into 
classification systems: it has been proposed either to simply discard them (e.g. 
removing examples annotated at level 1 when working at level 2) – it is probably 
the most widespread strategy –, to duplicate the examples according to their 
subclasses (Versley 2011), leading to instances annotated with different labels 
– an issue for a classification system –, or to keep all labels as they are, thus 
enlarging the label set with even more skewness (xue et al. 2015). none of these 
solutions seems completely satisfactory and more work is probably needed to 
understand this phenomena.

another important difference between the corpora is that each document 
in the rSt dt and annodis is paired with a structure covering the entire text 
(resp. a tree or a graph), whereas the annotation in the pdtb follows a theo-
ry-neutral approach not requiring a full coverage. concerning automatic sys-
tems, this distinction led to the development of two concurrent distinct tasks: 
discourse parsing for building a tree or graph over a document and discourse 
chunking for retrieving pdtb-like annotations. discourse parsing has clearly 
attracted more attention with incremental improvements over the years. The 
creation of a new shared task (xue et al. 2015) has put, however, a new empha-
sis on end-to-end discourse chunking. Surprisingly, discourse parsing seems 
easier than chunking, with performance around 36% (annodis, see muller et 
al. 2012) and 61%7 (rSt dt) for the former and 33% for the latter (lin et al. 
2010). Whereas retrieving a full embedding of the spans of text could seem 
harder, and despite the much higher number of documents annotated in the 
pdtb, the task of matching the pdtb annotations could be made harder by 
some segmentation choices. The low scores could also be due to the fact that no 
joint solution has been proposed yet: whereas, on the rSt dt, algorithms and 
methods inspired by syntactic parsing have led to improvements, end-to-end 
discourse chunkers rely on a pipeline of modules dedicated to specific tasks 
(i.e. identifying the connectives, their arguments, their senses, and the senses of 
non explicit relations). Studies identifying the kind of structures annotated in 
the pdtb (lee et al. 2006) could lead to a better understanding and thus to the 
development of more informed solutions. Studies trying to cast existing struc-
tures from rSt, Sdrt and d-ltaG into a single formalism (Venant et al. 2013) 
are also interesting, and the use of similar dependency parsing algorithms for 
building discourse parsers on the rSt dt (li et al. 2014) and annodis (muller 

 7 Ji & eisenstein 2014. note that one can expect about 7% loss considering an automatic 
segmentation.
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et al. 2012) creates a way for cross corpora and language systems. now, it could 
also be interesting to see if the rSt dt and pdtb annotations could be used 
together, for instance by making discourse chunking from the rSt dt data. 
This raises the question of the usefulness of discourse chunking for downstream 
applications. it has been shown that rSt trees are useful for many applications 
(taboada & mann 2006a). but discourse chunking has also been proved use-
ful for summarization (louis et al. 2010, lin et al. 2012), automatic translation 
(meyer & popescu-belis 2012, meyer & Webber 2013) or sentence compression 
(Sporleder & lapata 2005). This tends to show that a covering structure may 
not be required, and more studies need to be done to evaluate this assumption 
for various tasks.

other differences between the corpora rely on the kind of encoded infor-
mation. for example, one of the great feature of the pdtb is that it makes a 
distinction between different types of relations, especially between explicit and 
implicit ones, leading to studies that showed that the discourse markers are not 
very ambiguous (pitler & nenkova 2009), whereas implicit relations are really 
hard to identify, with low scores even when taking into account a large range 
of indices (lin 2009, rutherford & xue 2015). The release of this corpus finally 
led to a large number of studies dedicated to implicit relations that interestingly 
allowed improvements for parsers built on the rSt dt (feng & hirst 2014). 

finally, other differences concern the segmentation, a crucial and complex 
problem (carlson 2001a; taboada & mann 2006b) The nature of the elementary 
discourse units (edu) naturally defines the task performed by a segmenter but 
also influences the other systems, the edu being the basic unit forming their 
inputs. one issue is the treatment of the embedded units in the rSt dt that led 
to the use of a specific relation (Same-unit) to link the parts of an edu made 
discontinuous by an embedded unit. if this choice allows to keep the adjacency 
constraint, it also implies that parsers in fact try to learn a segmentation mix-
ing complete and partial discourse units and a labeling mixing rhetorical with 
textual organization links. annodis and its graph structure does not need such 
a pseudo relation. another issue is the known difficulty of the segmentation in 
the pdtb that raises the question of the usefulness of an exact match of the 
arguments for the task, and, besides, the conll shared task this year8 will allow 
for partial matching.

 8 http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll16st/index.html
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We have discussed some specific features of the three main annotation 
schemes for discourse showing that choices made during annotation led to deci-
sions in automatic systems that could seem somewhat arbitrary or questionable 
(for instance, why include Same-unit as a rhetorical relation? What should be 
done with multiple labels or specific entity relations annotated in the pdtb?), 
that make them difficult to compare, and that end in a split of the domain into 
two groups (parsing vs. chunking) seemingly hard to reconcile. We think that 
nlp researchers in discourse need now to think more about the interoperability 
of their systems across frameworks and languages, thus beginning with the use 
of the existing shareable sets of relations when evaluating their systems, and 
then possibly the definition of a common task, or at least a shareable evaluation 
method, taking into account recent works on structure comparison.
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despite the proliferation of corpus-based studies focusing on the complex 
category of discourse markers in the recent years, consensus remains to be 
found regarding the most reliable yet informative model to describe their be-
havior in authentic data. major frameworks (e.g. the penn discourse treebank, 
prasad et al. 2008; rhetorical Structure Theory, mann & Thompson 1988) disa-
gree both on the top levels (number and type of generic annotation levels, if 
any) and the specific relations included in them. it is precisely the relation be-
tween top levels and corresponding sublevels that is addressed in the present 
study, starting from a recent proposal of functional taxonomy (crible in press) 
applied to the french-english spoken corpus disfren and its revision in the 
framework of the locaS-f corpus (martin et al. 2014). 

This paper compares the structure and content of the original and revised 
coding schemes. by weighing their benefits and drawbacks, the comparison 
paves the way for several theoretical and methodological considerations regard-
ing the operationality and cognitive validity of annotation models for discourse-
structuring devices. 

Domains and functions in DisFrEn and LOCAS-F

in disfren, four top-level functions or “domains” are distinguished, from the 
revision of existing proposals for both speech and writing (cuenca 2013, Gon-
zalez 2005, halliday & hasan 1976, Zufferey & degand in press): ideational (ob-
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jective relations), rhetorical (subjective, metadiscursive functions), sequential 
(structuring functions) and interpersonal (speaker-hearer relationship). in the 
original model, these four domains comprise a total of thirty functions, each 
of them belonging to one – and only one – domain. for instance, the function 
labeled “cauSe” is always ideational, while “motiVation” is always rhetori-
cal, although in other frameworks they would be considered as two subtypes 
of the same causal relation. This interdependent system is intended to maxi-
mize the informativity of the annotation labels (one label for one function, vs. 
combinations of labels) while giving the opportunity to filter the distribution 
from thirty to four conceptually coherent categories, hence more efficient for 
quantitative purposes. 

The revised version currently being applied to locaS-f aims at reducing 
the number of options and enhancing the reliability and cognitive validity of the 
model. it was elaborated through a back-and-forth work between i) inductive, 
conceptual grouping of different relations by their semantic proximity and ii) 
corpus testing on authentic examples. The main difference between this revi-
sion and the original is that domains and functions are no longer interdepend-
ent. on the contrary, it is assumed that many functions can be assigned more 
than one domain. for instance, a [contrast] can be ideational 1), rhetorical 2), 
or sequential 3).

1) i wasn’t looking forward to doing it but i am now (disfren en-phon-01)
2) a rebate is when they send the money back // yes but how do you define it 

in economic terms (disfren en-clas-02)
3) (after a digression on the industries in bristol area) but bristol itself is a 

large metropolis (disfren en-intf-05)

The pilot study on 200 dms in locaS-f leads to the following results. The 
set of 30 relational functions could be reduced to 14. The merge between the 
original ideational and rhetorical domains was nearly total, while a number of 
specific sequential relations (topic-shift, opening, closing) were retained, but 
none of the specific interpersonal functions. results furthermore show that the 
sequential domain is the most frequent one, followed by the rhetorical and idea-
tional ones, with only a marginal use of the interpersonal domain. The most 
multi-purpose functions (Geertzen & bunt 2006) are [addition], [contrast], and 
[consequence], all of which are used in the ideational, sequential and rhetorical 
domains, although in different proportions. The functions [opening] and [topic-
shift] are exclusive to the sequential domain. finally, the most polyfunctional 
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markers are: et ‘and’, enfin ‘eventually’ and mais ‘but’ fulfilling six different func-
tions, followed by alors ‘then/so’ and en fait ‘in fact’. These are also among the 
most frequent markers in the data set. 

From interdependence to multi-domain functions: implications

The proposal of multi-domain functions addresses a number of theoretical 
and methodological shortcomings of the original system. in particular, it allows 
to annotate at two independent levels of precision from the most generic to the 
most specific, domain first and function second, following previous research 
(Zufferey & degand in press) showing that higher annotation levels trigger less 
disagreements. This in turn calls for an investigation of the relation between 
offline annotation of discourse relations (by experts) and online interpretation 
(by speakers). 

The revised taxonomy also involves three practical biases: a relational bias 
(reconstitution of a two-part relation in case of hesitation with a non-relational 
function); a semantic bias (reconstitution of the lexical meaning if possible, e.g. 
contrast in but); and a single-label bias that specifies how to choose one of two 
domains in case of simultaneous double meanings. These decisions acknowl-
edge the artificial nature of annotation compared to online interpretation, and 
aim at better coverage and reliability of the model. in general, we advocate for a 
better documentation of all annotation decisions and biases as a methodologi-
cal principle of transparency and replicability.

This new approach also offers to show empirical evidence for the integration 
of topic relations into taxonomies of discourse relations, a proposal which is 
currently not consensual especially in studies on written language. We argue 
that sequential functions are similar to their ideational and rhetorical equiva-
lents and merely constitute a different, more global level of discourse coherence 
(lenk 1998). in this respect, qualitative analysis of double-tagged occurrences 
annotated with the original taxonomy can be used to identify borderline cases. 
further analyses would need to uncover whether some connectives specialize 
in the marking of sequential relations (potentially qualifying candidates include 
bon/ben ‘good/well’, quoi ‘punctuator’), and/or whether the different domains 
are associated with contextual and/or formal characteristics (e.g. co-occurrence 
patterns, register variation). 

a final point of debate concerns cases of dms which activate a domain but 
do not “fit” into any of the functions (e.g. french alors which is very rarely ex-
clusively temporal, conditional or causal). Should we allow for under-specified 
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functions? it seems that ambiguity and under-specification are part and parcel 
of spoken language use and should be accounted for in theoretical models. 
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Introduction

texts can be analysed from different perspectives. one of the most difficult 
phenomena to process is discourse structure (hovy 2010). in recent years, one 
of the main challenges in the field of natural language processing (nlp) has 
been discourse parsing. research on this topic has been done for several lan-
guages, such as Japanese (Sumita et al. 1992), english (marcu 2000) and portu-
guese (pardo 2008), among others. also, for english, the conll-2015 Shared 
task focused on Shallow discourse parsing.9 discourse annotated corpora have 
been created too, for example for english (carlson et al. 2002), German (Stede 
2004), portuguese (pardo 2008) and french (afantenos 2012). discourse pars-
ing tools and resources are used to develop nlp applications; for example, auto-
matic summarization, information extraction, text generation, machine transla-
tion and sentiment analysis (taboada & mann 2004).

The aim of this paper is to present the advances in discourse parsing for Span-
ish. Specifically, after explaining our theoretical framework, we will detail the 
tools we have developed for the automatic annotation of discourse information 
in texts in Spanish and the discourse annotated resources we have created. 

Theoretical Framework

most discourse nlp tools are based on rhetorical Structure Theory (rSt, 
mann & Thompson 1988). This is a language independent theory based on 
the idea that a text can be segmented into elementary discourse units (edus) 

 9 http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/K/K15/ 
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linked by means of nucleus-satellite or multinuclear discourse relations. in the 
first case, the satellite gives additional information about the other one, the 
nucleus, on which it depends (e.g. result or concession). in the second case, 
several elements, all nuclei, are connected at the same level, that is, there are 
no elements dependent on others and they all have the same importance with 
regard to the intentions of the text author (e.g. contrast or Sequence). rSt dis-
course parsing includes three stages: a) segmentation, b) relations detection and 
c) building of hierarchical rhetorical trees.

Discourse Tools and Resources for Spanish

in this section we explain the discourse tools and resources we have devel-
oped for Spanish, in the framework of rSt. first, we have developed the dis-
course segmenter diSeg (da cunha et al. 2012), which can be used online.10 
it is based on shallow parsing and a set of linguistic rules that insert segment 
boundaries into sentences, following specific criteria.11 diSeg performance was 
evaluated using a corpus of manually annotated texts (a gold standard).12 The 
system obtained an f-score between 80% and 96% in experiments with a corpus 
containing medical texts, and an f-Score of 91% with a corpus of texts about 
terminology. 

Second, we have developed a discourse corpus containing texts manually an-
notated, the rSt Spanish treebank (da cunha et al. 2011), which can be con-
sulted and downloaded online.13 The texts have been annotated with the rSt-
tool (o’donnell 2000). The corpus includes 267 specialised texts (from several 
domains and genres), 52,746 words, 2,256 sentences and 3,349 discourse seg-
ments. it is divided into a learning corpus (183 texts) and a test corpus (84 texts). 

Third, we have developed a sentence-level discourse parser, diSeg2 (da cunha 
et al. 2012a), which can also be consulted online.14 to do this, we have analysed 
the learning corpus of the rSt Spanish treebank in order to manually detect 
all the markers that show discourse relations. We divided the markers into 3 
categories: 1) traditional discourse markers, 2) markers including lexical units 

 10 http://dev.termwatch.es/esj/diSeg/WebdiSeg/ 
 11 Similar to the ones used in: da cunha & iruskieta 2010. 
 12 http://dev.termwatch.es/esj/diSeg/index.html 
 13 http://corpus.iingen.unam.mx/rst/ 
 14 http://diseg2.termwatch.es/ 
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(nouns and verbs), and 3) markers including verbal structures. We obtained 778 
markers. taking these markers into account, we have designed an algorithm to 
automatically detect intra-sentence rSt relations and nuclearity. it is based on 
linguistic rules including discourse patterns and the aforementioned discourse 
segmenter. We have evaluated the system with the test corpus, obtaining an ac-
curacy of 81.75 regarding edus, Spans (that is, sets of edus) and nuclearity, 
and 81.75 with regard to relations.

fourth, we have created diZer 2.0 (maziero et al. 2011), an adaptable online 
platform designed to develop discourse parsers in any language, which inte-
grates a language-independent algorithm to build discourse trees (marcu 2000). 
in order to automatically obtain hierarchical rhetorical trees from full texts in 
Spanish, we have included our discourse segmenter and patterns in this plat-
form. currently, we are evaluating the performance of this discourse parser for 
Spanish.

Conclusions and Future Work

The aim of this paper has been to show the main automatic tools and re-
sources related to discourse parsing for Spanish: the discourse segmenter, the 
rSt Spanish treebank, the sentence-level discourse parser, and the platform 
to build rhetorical trees. as future work, we plan to evaluate the complete 
discourse parser and to develop several nlp applications. also, we plan to re-
search about the cross-linguistic applicability of these tools.15
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in this work, we introduce a discourse treebank modeled as a Graph to be 
stored and queried in a graph oriented database. This work has been conducted 
on the fdtb (french discourse treebank, danlos et al. 2015), which is in the 
pdtb style and uses the tools designated to annotate the pdtb (penn dis-
course treebank, prasad et al. 2008). This means that any discourse treebank 
annotated in the pdtb style could benefit from our work. 

modeling data as a large graph is a new trend in the world of databases (rob-
inson et al. 2013). it allows users to elegantly and efficiently describe, store and 
query highly relational data. We use the software neo4J, which is freely down-
loadable at http://neo4j.com/. This software comes with a convenient and pow-
erful query language, called cypher, which allows users to search and to edit the 
database through graph-pattern matching.

cypher language enables us to build queries that cannot be formulated with 
the pdtb browser and so require writing complex programs. for example, with 
cypher it is easy to write a query that matches the occurrences of “multiple con-
nectives” sharing the same argument (arg2) and then to test if they also share 
the other argument (arg1) while taking into account the discourse relation they 
lexicalize. 

in the graph database, it is also possible and easy to include, on top of dis-
course annotation, other linguistic resources such as a connective lexicon, for 
example lexconn (roze et al. 2012) for french, and any syntactic parse trees of 
the raw corpus. We can then design cypher queries to assess the consistency of 
the discourse annotation with external information. 

This database also allows us to replicate machine learning experiments from 
pitler (pitler & nenkova 2009) and Johannsen (Johanssen & Søgaard 2013). We 
wrote a small program that trains and tests a maxent classifier using a set of 
features extracted from the data thanks to a cypher query. under this experi-
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mental design, it is straightforward to change the set of features used by the 
classifier, changing only the query.

in conclusion, the tools we designed, which are released as open Source 
software,16 are quite useful both to explore linguistic issues and to conduct ma-
chine learning experiments. They have been tested only on french so far, but 
we foresee that their adaptation would be easy for any other language for which 
pdtb style annotation is available. a demonstration of these tools will be per-
formed during the conference. 
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one of the features that determine the coherence of a discourse is the tem-
poral ordering of the segments. language acquisition studies show that tempo-
ral relations are among the first types of coherence relations that are explicitly 
marked by a connective: children start using and, followed by (and) then and 
because (bloom et al. 1980, evers-Vermeul & Sanders 2009). in contrast to this 
prominence of temporality in acquisition studies, processing studies reveal that 
a temporal marking of a coherence relation can easily be overruled by other fea-
tures of the relation. for instance, mak and Sanders (2013) have shown that im-
mediate effects of causal relatedness on referential processing occur even with a 
connective that is not explicitly causal (when). Given these insights, the research 
question of this paper is: What is the status of temporality in language use in 
general and in discourse annotation in particular?

We aim to answer this question by bringing together and comparing different 
kinds of data. first, we will discuss several outcomes of language acquisition and 
processing studies. among other things, these studies underline the importance 
of the phenomenon of underspecification (Spooren 1997): linguistic markers of 
coherence relations need not exactly match the type of relation intended by the 
writer/speaker or perceived by the reader/listener. for instance, and and and 
then can both be used in cause-consequence relations).

Second, we compare four approaches towards the annotation of temporality 
in discourse: the ones taken by the cognitive approach to coherence relations 
(ccr, Sanders et al. 1992), the penn discourse tree bank (prasad et al. 2008), 
the rhetorical Structure Theory treebank (carlson et al. 2003), and Segmented 
discourse representation Theory (reese et al. 2007). We will focus on questions 
such as: What kind of temporal relations are listed? and is the temporal order-
ing of discourse segments considered a relational feature or a segment-specific 
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feature (e.g. determined by the tense of one or both of the segments)? for exam-
ple, ccr treats temporal relations as a subtype of additive relations and claims 
that temporality is not a relational but a segment-specific feature. in contrast, 
the pdtb presents temporals as one out of four major classes of discourse re-
lations, distinguishing between three subtypes (Synchronous, precedence and 
Succession).

in our discussion of these data and research outcomes, we will address how 
temporality interacts with other properties of discourse relations, such as order, 
causality, and subjectivity. This will enable us to draw conclusions on whether 
temporality should be seen as an independent relational feature or whether it is 
a segment-specific phenomenon and/or a phenomenon that is a by-product of 
(certain combinations of ) other characteristics of coherence relations.
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Introduction

discourse segmentation is at the basis of the study on how discourse in the 
oral setting is structured regardless of the modality, i.e. spoken or signed. how-
ever, the reality of each modality is very different from the other: while scholars 
working on spoken languages (Spls) have developed some models to segment 
spoken discourse, sign languages (Sls) are far beyond having a model or mod-
els, although its necessity and importance has been widely acknowledged in the 
literature (börstell et al. 2014, crasborn 2007, ormel & crasborn 2012).

to the best of our knowledge, six different models are used for the segmenta-
tion of spoken discourse: the Geneva model (roulet et al. 1985), the Val.es.co. 
model (briz Gómez & Val.es.co. Grupo 2003), the fribourg model (Groupe 
de fribourg 2012), the co-enunciation model (morel & danon-boileau 1998), 
the prominence demarcation model (lombardi Vallauri 2009) and the basic 
discourse units model (degand & Simon 2009a, b). The main difference be-
tween these models is that they approach the issue of segmentation from differ-
ent points of view, namely pragmatic (Gm, Vam and fm), prosodic (cem and 
pdm) or in a combination of syntax and prosody (bdu). 

The question of discourse segmentation in the signed modality is a tricky one 
because of the delay in the study of Sls as natural languages. consequently, we 
are in very preliminary stage of knowledge on how Sls are structured in differ-
ent linguistic domains (syntax, discourse, etc.) in addition, we cannot entirely 
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rely on a Spl model because of the specificities of Sls: the two hands are the 
main articulators and they produce simultaneous constructions, and nonmanu-
als also participate in the construction of meaning. despite these difficulties, 
the need to have a segmentation model that allows working on how discourse 
is structured from different points of views is modality-independent. bearing 
in mind this convergence point, this paper aims to propose a model for the 
segmentation of signed discourse whose ultimate goal is to allow the study of 
the position of discourse markers (dms) through the discourse, i.e. large sets 
of utterances. 

after reviewing the different segmentation models for Spls, the most suitable 
model for the segmentation of signed discourse appears to be the bdu model. 
its main advantage is that it is not only applicable to conversation, which was 
the main drawback for other potentially interesting models that have already 
been used for the study of dms such as the Vam or the cem, but it can also 
be used for monologic data. due to the delay in Sl research, our model needs 
to be as versatile as possible (i.e. applicable to as many discourse situations as 
possible) allowing the use of the “same measures” to segment both monologues 
and dialogues, and therefore get comparable units in both settings.

Methodology

in order to adapt the bdu model to the signed modality getting the most 
interoperable model possible, our corpus contains data from the two Sls that 
are available to us: french belgian Sign language (lSfb) and catalan Sign lan-
guage (lSc). We took 12 signers, 6 from the lSfb referential corpus and 6 from 
the lSc referential corpus. This sample is balanced in terms of age (2 signers 
from each Sl belonging to one of the following age groups: 18–29, 30–49 and 
50–80) and gender (3 men and 3 women per Sl). for both video corpora (an-
notated with elan), signers came in couples (both belonging to the same age 
group) and their conversations (including argumentations, descriptions, expla-
nations and narrations) were guided by a moderator. 

Results

as in the bdu model, our segmentation procedure consists of three differ-
ent steps: (i) delimiting syntactic units, (ii) delimiting prosodic units, and (iii) 
finding the convergence point between syntactic and prosodic units in order 
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to establish bdus. The first two steps are independent, which means that once 
the syntactic segmentation is finished, this tier is hidden in order to carry out 
the prosodic segmentation independently. for the first step, the dependency 
Grammar for spoken french is used to delimit clauses (blanche-benveniste et 
al. 1984, blanche-benveniste et al. 1990). Verbs are the nuclei of clauses and 
their actants and circumstants are identified. in some cases, other categories 
(e.g. nouns or adjectives) are the nucleus of the unit. adjuncts (such as dms) are 
out of the dependency structure of the verb and therefore constitute a syntactic 
unit by themselves. 

for prosodic segmentation, the cues taken to delimit major boundaries in the 
bdu model are silent pauses, a lengthening of the syllable (three times longer 
than the syllables in context) or a sharp rise of f0 (intra-syllabic f0 superior to 
ten semi-tones). as for the two first cues, the equivalent in signed discourse is 
quite straightforward: pauses (i.e. periods of no signing) on the one hand; and 
a sign hold or a lengthened sign with respect to the context on the other. as for 
the third cue, we looked at eye blinks layered with another prosodic cue such as 
a head movement or a change in gaze as the Sl literature claims that eye blinks 
have a prosodic function (Sandler 2012). 

The final step consists of displaying both the syntactic and prosodic tiers to 
see where the boundaries coincide and establish bdus. The tests carried out 
so far prove that although it is a time consuming process, the adaptation of the 
bdu model provides us with a practical protocol for the segmentation of dis-
course allowing a more fine-grained study of the position of dms in the signed 
modality. as a matter of fact, we have seen that the position of the dm aussi 
(here translated as also) in lSfb correlates with its function in a particular 
context. if we take two common functions of also, i.e. addition (adding infor-
mation to the same topic) and specification (introducing an example), we can 
see that each function displays a particular position with respect to the clause 
and the bdu. addition is found at the left periphery of the clause and at the 
syntactic left periphery of the bdu as in example 1 (http://www.corpus-lsfb.
be, session 21, task 04, 2:37–2:42). There are four clauses (delimited with square 
brackets), two within each bdus (delimited by slashes). also is out of the de-
pendency structure of the verb go (i.e. clausal left periphery), but it is prosodi-
cally integrated at the beginning of the bdu (i.e. syntactic left periphery).

(1) /[hearing i go bicycle learn] [bibycle there go] / also [go horse] [i go 
horse]/
“The Hearing taught me how to cycle. And I went to ride horses…” 
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Specification is found at the left periphery of the clause but in the medial 
position of the bdu as in example 2 (http://www.corpus-lsfb.be, session 27, 
task 04, 2:29–2:33). in this case, there are three clauses within the same bdu. 
also is out of the dependency structure of the verb remember (i.e. clausal left 
periphery), but it is prosodically integrated in the middle of the bdu (i.e. bdu 
medial position).

(2) /[yes] also [remember before little always i] [today second 
memory child]/
“Yes, for instance I remember when I was young… Well, this is my second 
child memory today.”

This coupling of position and function of also is regular across different 
examples of our corpus, which includes different signers and different genres. 
Therefore, the position can be used as a criterion to identify the function of a 
polysemous dm such as also. our data suggest that the adaptation of the bdu 
model for the segmentation of Sls provides us with enlightening results for the 
study of, at least, dms. 
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The goal of our study is to investigate how linguistic annotations of discourse 
coherence can be used for annotation projection and for the development of 
linguistically annotated resources in multiple languages. in particular, we are 
dealing with annotations of coreference, which is necessary to establish coher-
ence in discourse (halliday & hasan 1976). anaphoric and cataphoric expres-
sions operate as a type of discourse relational device (drds) that form a layer 
of discourse structure, whose inter-relations with coherence relations are an 
interesting object of study. it was shown that successful resolution of referring 
expressions can be exploited for automatic derivation of a text’s discourse struc-
ture (Schauer & hahn 2001).

coreference denotes identification of all the repeated mentions to an object or 
state of affairs in the natural language discourse. text coherence is maintained 
only when all the references and their discourse entities can be easily identified 
by the reader. Gaining knowledge about the distribution of coreference devices 
in different languages will support the standardization of a language-neutral 
annotation schema and mapping from one language to another. 

extended coreference relations include relations other than identity – name-
ly, near-identity and bridging. bridging relations are indirect relations that can 
only be inferred based on the knowledge shared by the speaker and the listener 
(clark 1975). They encompass a wide range of relations between anaphor and 
antecedent, such as part-whole, or set membership. for example:

(1) daisy walked into the office and saw a bunch of flowers on the desk.

from this example, we infer that “the desk” is definite because it is related to 
“the office” as one of its parts.
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additional complexity arises when two expressions refer to “almost” the same 
thing, but are neither identical nor non-identical. in this case, we speak of near-
identity, which can be seen as a “middle ground” between identity and non-
identity coreference (recasens et al. 2010) and holds between two nps whose 
referents are almost identical, but differ in one crucial dimension.

however, coreference resolution requires relatively expensive resources, usu-
ally in terms of manual annotation. to alleviate this problem for low-resourced 
languages, techniques of annotation projection can be applied. a projection 
approach is used to automatically transfer different types of linguistic annota-
tion from one language to another. it has been successfully applied to different 
annotation tasks, including poS tagging and syntactic parsing, semantic role 
labelling, sentiment analysis, mention detection, or named-entity recognition.

in our project, we applied a knowledge-lean projection algorithm to transfer 
coreference chains for two relatively similar languages (english-German) and 
for less similar languages (english-russian). furthermore, we were interested in 
differences incurred by the text genre and therefore used three different genres: 
argumentative newspaper articles, narratives, and medicine instruction leaflets. 
for the annotation of the corpus, we created common annotation guidelines 
that make few assumptions on the structural features of the target languages. 
We were able to achieve 0.7 muc score (Vilain et al. 1995) for the inter-annota-
tor agreement which is generally considered good for this task.

to align the corpus, we used a well-known, standard word alignment tool 
trained on a corpus of moderate size17. We aligned the data in both directions 
and took the intersection of the alignments in order to achieve maximal preci-
sion. our approach was evaluated in three settings: a) the quality of the identifi-
cation of mentions, b) projection of full coreference chains and c) of coreference 
chains with minimal spans. The experiment has shown that in a task of corefer-
ence projection, in english-German texts we obtained precision of 63.8% for 
full mentions (setting b) and 85.4% for mentions with minimal spans (setting 
c), only using a knowledge-lean approach. This indicates the promise of our 
algorithm for the task of coreference resolution. 

We compared our results quantitatively to the most closely related work (pos-
tolache et al. 2006) and argue that they are competitive, in particular because 
our task setting is more target-language-neutral (we use three languages rather 
than two) and we work on three different genres of text. These results are pre-
sented in detail in our recent paper (Grishina & Stede 2015).

 17 http://www.statmt.org/moses/giza/GiZa++.html
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moreover, we experimented with using limited poS tagging and syntactic in-
formation in order to improve the performance for english and German. We 
used state-of-the-art parsers18 to automatically annotate the corpus, and we 
were able to obtain an average improvement of 15.1% for the f1-score for 6 out 
of 7 newswire texts. for short stories and one newswire text, we did not get any 
improvement at all, which we attribute to the structural differences in nps for 
different text genres.

This study is now continued by extending the corpus with the annotations of 
coreference relations other than identity. We developed an annotation schema 
for bridging and near-identity coreference after a couple of annotation experi-
ments with english and German data. based on the related work and our pilot 
annotation rounds, we developed annotation guidelines for extended corefer-
ence relations. We introduce our own categories for bridging:

	Part – Whole: one np represents a physical part of the whole expressed by 
the other np.

	Set – Membership: one can refer to a certain subset or to a single definite 
element of the set and bridge from this subset or element to the whole col-
lection.

	Entity – Attribute/Function: an entity is a person or an object that has cer-
tain attributes characterizing it and certain functions it fulfills with respect 
to some other entity.

	Event – Attribute: events can have necessary attributes (e.g. place, time) 
and optional attributes (e.g. duration, frequency).

	Location – Attribute: as locations we consider geographical entities that 
have permanent locations in the world which have certain attributes char-
acterizing them.

our primary goal is to introduce a domain-independent typology of bridging 
relations, which can be applicable across languages. We apply our annotation 
scheme to the German side of our coreference corpus of three genres, with a 
subsequent manual annotation transfer to the english and russian sides, and 
for near-identity relations we use the already provided definitions (recasens et 
al. 2010). taking German annotations as source, we annotated the english and 
russian sides of our parallel corpus. We present the distribution of bridging 
and near-identity relations across three different languages and genres and the 

 18 https://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
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analysis of the resulting annotations which has shown that our guidelines are in 
general applicable to the three languages in our corpus; even though there are 
some differences across languages and genres that we will investigate in more 
detail. 

our scheme achieves reliable inter-annotator agreement scores on the source 
language side for anaphor and antecedent selection (64% and 79% f-1 score 
respectively) and on the assignment of bridging relations (cohen’s kappa = 0.98) 
which we consider as overall reliable for bridging when compared to the most 
closely related work on extended coreference (nedoluzhko 2009). however, the 
infrequency of near-identity relations in our corpus leaves this part as a step for 
the future work. 

finally, we conducted a detailed analysis of the nature of bridging relations 
in the corpus, focusing on the distance between anaphor and antecedent. We 
found that the average bridging distance (anaphora + cataphora) is 20.55 tokens 
for all texts, with the average sentence length being 24.87 tokens. moreover, we 
examined the relationship between bridging and identity coreference by com-
puting the correlation between the length of identity chain and the number of 
bridging markables that are linked to this chain. using Spearman’s rank correla-
tion coefficient, we found that there is a strong correlation between the chain 
length and the number of its bridges: 0.6595, with p-value of 1.35e-008.

our next steps include a) implementing a multi-sourced annotation transfer 
and its application to a wider range of languages and b) refining our typology 
of extended coreference relation by introducing a set of possible sub-relations, 
conducting a more detailed comparative analysis of bridging relations across 
languages using annotation transfer, and exploring in detail the category of 
near-identity on a larger amount of texts. Still, we aim at keeping our approach-
es applicable to multilingual data and to different genres of text.
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The shift from the traditional emphasis on sentence syntax and semantics to-
wards research focusing on text and discourse19 that started during the last dec-
ades of the last century raised a number of research questions one of them being 
the study of the factors that participate in making a discourse a “neatly woven 
texture” (halliday & hasan 1976). in the present contribution we concentrate 
on three factors we believe to be crucial and to play an integrating role, being 
aware that the list of aspects we focus our attention on is far from exhaustive: 

(i) information structure of the sentence (its topic-focus articulation, 
tfa), i.e. the relations expressed within a sentence (or a clause);

(ii) relations that exist between elementary parts of the discourse, i.e. rela-
tions that combine these elements into larger wholes;

(iii) the connective threads carried out via coreferential links and other as-
sociative relations.

all these aspects are taken care of in the annotation scenario of the prague 
dependency treebank 3.0 (bejček et al. 2013); a unique feature of this resource 
is the fact that all phenomena (including also the morphosyntactic and deep 
syntactic information) are annotated on the same texts which makes it possible 

 19 This work has been supported in part by the lindat/clarin project no. lm2015071 of 
the meyS cr.
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to follow the interplay between the phenomena as well as to study (and retrieve) 
them separately (cf. Zikánová et al. 2015). 

for the purpose of our presentation we have chosen one piece of continuous 
text (not taken from pdt but annotated in the pdt-style) and we demonstrate 
a detailed analysis of the correlations between the deep syntactic relations, the 
information structure, inter-sentential relations and coreference relations (both 
anaphoric and bridging) illustrated on that text.20

 
We also apply the information 

structure analysis together with the analysis of coreferential links in order to fol-
low the development of discourse in terms of the salience of the elements of the 
stock of knowledge assumed by the speaker to be shared by him and the hearer; 
this aspect of the dynamics of discourse is visualized.

an example of the interplay of the above mentioned aspects as reflected and 
applied in our annotation scheme is given in figure 1.

figure 1. illustration of the annotation of a) the deep syntactic structure (de-
pendency and functors, e.g. act, pat etc.), b) topic-focus articulation (based 
on the values t, f, c), c) coreference relations (all arrows in the lower half of the 
figure), and (d) discourse relations (the arrow in the top of the figure) for the text 

 20 The text is a considerably shortened and modified extract of one chapter of Josef Škvorecký’s 
book Dvorak in Love. A light-hearted dream (translated from the czech original Scherzo 
capriccioso by paul Wilson, published by lester & orpen dennys limited, toronto in 
1986). The fact that we have both the original czech as well the translated english version 
at our disposal, makes it possible to arrive at some cross-linguistic observations.
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segment “The beauty began to walk upstream. her head became a cooly glow-
ing torch. Then she stretched.”

our contribution will be accompanied by the presentation of the monograph 
Zikánová et al. (2015) written by members of the prague textlink team. 
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coherence relations hold between two or more text segments. The process of 
discourse annotation not only involves determining what type of relation holds 
between segments, but also indicating the segments themselves. often, seg-
mentation and annotation are treated as individual steps, and separate guide-
lines are formulated for each (carlson & marcu 2001, mann & Thompson 1988, 
reese et al. 2007, Sanders & van Wijk 1996). ideally, segmentation results in 
text segments that correspond to the units of thought related to each other. 
although segmenting a text can be fairly simple, there are also fragments in 
which determining which parts of the discourse are related to each other is 
more complicated. 

When identifying the idea units that are related to each other in a text is not 
straightforward, this can affect annotation. fragments containing embedded 
clauses, for example complement constructions or relative clauses, seem espe-
cially prone to ambiguity, since they offer multiple segment candidates. in 1) a 
fragment taken from the europarl corpus (Koehn 2005), for instance, the sen-
tence following because, ‘it was bringing hard currency into romania’, presents 
a plausible reason for the bbc to allege that the romanian authorities knew and 
approved of the child export. however, it presents an equally plausible reason 
for romania to approve of the child export in the first place.

(1) The bbc recently produced evidence that ‚wombs’, as they described it, 
were for sale in romania – that women were being paid to have children 
for export to member States of the european union. furthermore, the 
bbc alleged that this was being done with the tacit approval of the ro-
manian authorities because it was bringing hard currency into romania.  
{ep 00-03-15} 
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in this presentation we argue that accurate segmentation is in part depend-
ent on taking into account the propositional content of text fragments, and that 
completely separating segmentation and annotation (i.e. treating it as a two-
step process) does not always yield text segments that correspond to the text 
units between which a conceptual relationship (potentially signaled by a con-
nective) holds (see also Verhagen 2001). We will address ambiguity in discourse 
segmentation and explore the interaction between segmentation and annota-
tion. in particular, we will focus on the role of connectives in text ambiguity. We 
propose that connective features that can either allow or resolve ambiguity are 
for instance the subordinating or coordinating nature of the connective, or the 
encoding of specific relation characteristics, such as subjectivity or volitionality. 
extending our knowledge about variation in discourse structure can help for-
mulate strategies in dealing with constructions or discourse elements for which 
multiple segmentation options should be considered. 
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discourse relations can be marked overtly by a connecting device (but, be-
cause, so) or left implicit, in which case the adjacency of the clauses gives a hint 
as to the type of the discourse relation (henceforth, dr). drs not made explicit 
with a connecting device are called implicit drs. They are easily interpreted by 
readers during semantic interpretation but inducing accurate models that pre-
dict their sense is a highly challenging task for discourse processing. automatic 
recognition of english explicit discourse connectives (henceforth, dcs) have 
been performed with an accuracy as high as 93% (prasad et al. 2014), while pre-
diction of implicit drs yielded lower accuracies (pitler et al. 2008, 2009, louis et 
al. 2010). The challenge is even higher for turkish, for which there has not been 
any work on discourse parsing. here we focus on predicting two level 1 implicit 
dr types in the pdtb sense hierarchy, namely contingency and expansion, as 
well as their frequent types and subtypes in the data. We use several features, 
including linguistically informed ones. predicting the sense of the targeted im-
plicit drs with these features significantly outperforms the baseline of using 
mere words. 

Data, methodology and experiments

The recent extensions on a 40,000-word subcorpus of the metu turkish dis-
course bank are used. The data contains 747 explicit and 375 inter-sentential 
implicit drs annotated for their two arguments and senses in the pdtb style. 
We chose implicit drs with a minimum of 50 instances of each dr type (table 1). 
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We used mallet’s maximum entropy21 and WeKa’s SVm classifier (hall et al. 
2009). due to limited space, only maximum entropy classification results are 
given, which are overall higher than the results of the SVm classification. We 
experimented the following five features used in previous studies (pitler et al. 
2009, hen-hsen & hsin-his 2011, park & cardie 2012): Words: bag of Words 
in both arguments; Part-of-Speech (POS): bag of poS tags in both arguments; 
Common Word (CW): whether or not there is at least one common word in the 
arguments; Number of Common Words (NCW): number of common words in 
the arguments; Polarity (POL): whether or not the main verb of the argument is 
negated (turkish being a SoV language, the verb at the end of the argument is 
taken to be the main verb). 

relation 
type

Sense training 
set #

training set with removed 
explicit dc annotations #

test 
set #

level 1 
class

contingency 
expansion
total

102 290 25
34
49

336*140
726242

level 2
type

contingency: cause 96
103
199

145* 23
expansion: restatement 111 25
total 306 48

level 3
Subtype

contingency: cause: reason
contingency: cause: result
expansion: restatement: Specification
total

44 106 10
51 88 12
62* 90 20

177 284 52

table 1. distribution of level 1, 2, and 3 relation types of implicit drs used as training instances. 
*The stars show where certain instances were excluded to keep the training data more balanced.

to increase the implicit drs in the corpus, we removed explicit dcs from 
the drs that have the same senses as the implicit ones and added the clause 
pairs to the training data as in a previous study (marcu & echihabi 2002). We 
assumed these are further instances of the implicit drs we are interested in. We 
then experimented with 11 different combinations of the five features to assess 
their effectiveness at each level separately. 20% of the implicit drs is allocated 
as the test set. our baseline is the f1 scores obtained by using mere words. our 
features have led to a considerable increase in the f1 scores over the baseline on 
all three levels (table 2). below, we briefly discuss the results per relation type 
at their respective levels. 

 21 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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Contingency, Expansion: regarding contingency, although the gain is not so 
high, the combination of Words and poS is useful for automatic prediction. 
artificially increasing the training instances leads to improvement as well. con-
cerning expansion, the combination of three features (Words, cW, poS) is 
highly predictive, which is one of our best f1 results.

Cause, Restatement: for detecting the level 2 senses, the combination of four 
features (Words, cW, pol, poS) gives the best f1 results. The pol feature is 
especially helpful for detecting restatement, where only 4% of the drs possess 
a negated verb. This ratio is 30% in cause drs.

Specification, Reason, Result: for all the level 3 senses, the combination of 
Words, cW and poS gives the best results, with Specification exhibiting our 
best performance. The pol feature decreases the f1 score in all cases. in partic-
ular, it decreases performance in predicting reason and result because overall, 
approximately 70% the reason and result drs have positive verbs on both ar-
guments, with the remaining ones having a negated verb only in one argument.

dr type f1 score effect of exp. drs
baseline f1 best f1 best feature Set difference (f1)

level 1
class

contingency
expansion

0.36 (0.28)
0.68 (0.79)

0.52 (0.56)
0.76 (0.88)

Words + poS
Words + cW +poS

+0.13
-0.02

level 2
type

cause
restatement

0.52 (0.56)
0.48 (0.44)

0.68 (0.65)
0.73 (0.76)

Words + cW 
+ pol +poS
Words + cW 
+ pol +poS

-0.01
-0.17

level 3
Subtype

Specification
reason
result

0.65 (0.60)
0.28 (0.30)
0.28 (0.25)

0.76 (0.85)
0.48 (0.30)
0.46 (0.50)

Words + cW +poS
Words + cW +poS
Words + cW +poS

-0.28
0

-0.11

table 2. f1 (accuracy) results. The last column indicates the effect of adding explicit drs 
(stripped of overt dcs) to the training data in terms of the obtained best f1 score.

overall, our experiments show that except for contingency, poS informa-
tion and cW improve the performance for predicting the senses we looked at. 
The gains for predicting expansion, its type and subtype are high. but because 
expansion is a frequent dr in the data, the features we use may well prove to 
be useful for detecting the sense of other dr types. We aim to examine this in 
the future. artificially increasing the data seemed helpful only for contingency 
detection but as various studies have pointed out, the method may not provide 
a good model for automatic sense prediction (Sporleder & lascarides 2008, 
Webber 2009). in further work, we will look into the role of more linguistically 
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informed features, such as lexical classes, modality, and levin word classes, as 
well as possible genre specific features as discussed in Webber (2009: 681).22
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discourse relations, or coherence relations, are crucial in the understanding 
of a discourse and its organization (e. g. mann & Thompson 1988). They carry 
information about the relationships between states of affairs represented in a 
text and provide knowledge about its organization. They may but not need to be 
signaled by discourse relational devices (drds), which are often polysemous, 
context-sensitive and vary across genres (van der Vliet & redeker 2014).

in finnish, drds predominantly cover conjunctions, utterance particles 
and some connectives (hakulinen et al. 2014). The lack of corpora and avail-
able tools for finnish has, however, until recently prevented their large-scale 
exploration. in this study, we investigate the use of sentence-initial drds in 
the entire finnish internet. What markers are the most frequent? how are they 
typically used, i.e. what kinds of linguistic structures do they typically co-occur 
with? and, finally, which drds are used similarly? from a methodological per-
spective, we introduce dependency profiles for drds to investigate their usage 
patterns in large corpora.

The drds analyzed consist of both a closed class of sentence coordinating 
conjunctions (as defined in standard grammars of finnish), utterance initial 
particles and a selection of connecting elements chosen from a more open class 
of (potential) sentence initial drds. The findings give valuable large-scale infor-
mation on their use in finnish, as well as provide a basis for future contrastive 
approaches. further, the study enables the comparison of drds representing 
different semantic categories, such as consequence and addition, and syntactic 
classes, such as strictly defined conjunctions and other markers.
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Data and methods

The data come from finnish internet parsebank23, a web-crawled, nearly 
4-million word corpus of finnish with automatic syntactic analyses. The size 
of the data offers a unique large-scale insight to the use and variation of drds. 
in addition, the syntactic analyses allow for a deep level investigation, going 
beyond individual words.

to operationalize the linguistic elements drds typically co-occur with, we 
transformed each text segment with a drd to unlexicalized syntactic biarcs, 
three-token subtrees of dependency syntax analyses with the lexical informa-
tion removed (Kanerva et al. 2014). The removal of the lexical items allows for 
a generalization of the analysis beyond individual discussion topics to describe 
structural and more general topical characteristics of texts (laippala et al. 2015). 
The analyzed segments include the sentence with the sentence-initial drd and 
the preceding sentence. as prasad et al. (2008) note that 76% of the sentence-
initial connectives refer to the previous sentence, this should cover the majority 
of the text spans the analyzed drds refer to. The drd and its syntactic infor-
mation are deleted to prevent their unnecessary effect on the clustering result.

The co-occurrence of the drds with the unlexicalized syntactic ngrams 
forms a dependency profile. to analyze the differences between the drds, we 
carried out a cluster analysis, a data-driven method to investigate structuring 
in the data, on the dependency profiles in r using the package flexclust. This 
will allow us, in the future, to estimate the most typical syntactic ngrams for 
each cluster, based on their tf-idf weights (Spärck 1972), thus giving the op-
portunity to study the typical syntactic structures co-occurring with the drds.

Results

to analyze the drds used and to define the ones chosen for further analysis, 
we first automatically extracted all the sentence-initial words tagged as coordi-
nating conjunctions or adverbs in the parsebank, and counted the frequencies 
of these tokens. Then, out of the 100 most frequent possible drds, we manually 
selected 24 drds for further analysis. The selection aimed at including different 
drds representing varied part-of-speech classes and semantic categories, and 
at the same time excluding the most polysemous markers.

 23 bionlp.utu.fi
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table 1 below presents the drds included in the analysis, their frequen-
cies as well as their division to clusters. The clustering resulted in a solution of 
five clusters offering the best fit to the data. apart from standard coordinating 
conjunctions, the drds mainly represent words mentioned as connectives in 
hakulinen et al. (2014), but many of them are simultaneously characterized as 
modal (e.g., kyllä ‘sure’, toki ‘certainly’) or focus particles (esimerkiksi ‘for exam-
ple’, erityisesti ‘in particular’) or temporal adverbs (samalla ‘at the same time’, 
ensin ‘first’). 

discourse marker frequency cluster

ensin ‚first, firstly’ 156,777 1

ja ‚and’ 3,297,640 2

mutta ‚but’ 2,339,647 2

eli ‚in other words, or’ 644,530 2

niin ‚so, thus’ 632,734 2

tai ‚or’ 564,269 2

kyllä ‚sure, to be sure’ 510,543 2

toisaalta ‚on the other hand’ 405,939 2

siksi ‚therefore’ 347,605 2

kuitenkin ‚however’ 303,967 2

siis ‚then, so, thus’ 291,779 2

joten ‚so, therefore’ 201,635 2

silti ‚still, yet’ 165,455 2

tosin ‚although, but’ 362,588 3

näin ‚so, thus, therefore’ 800,859 4

sitten ‚then’ 702,458 4

toki ‚certainly, of course’ 245,563 4

niinpä ‚so, accordingly’ 198,747 4

samoin ‚similarly’ 174,653 4

lisäksi ‚in addition’ 1,183,613 5

myös ‚also’ 1,004,886 5

esimerkiksi ‚for example’ 466,602 5

samalla ‚at the same time’ 296,246 5

erityisesti ‚in particular’ 154,143 5

table 1. The frequency distribution of the drds along with their estimated cluster membership.
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Ensin ‘first’ and tosin ‘although, but, of course’ were grouped to separate 
clusters consisting of only these drds, suggesting that their uses stand apart 
from the others. The cluster 2 includes the coordinating conjunctions and many 
drds expressing manner, consequence and opposition. interestingly, the focus 
particle kyllä ‘sure’ is also in the cluster 2 while the other focus particles are in 
the cluster 5 together with the additives myös ’also’ and lisäksi ‘in addition’. The 
cluster 4, finally, gathers mainly drds expressing temporality and consequence, 
as well as some markers reflecting concession and manner. 

to conclude, the division of the drds to the clusters seems to reflect par-
tially the semantic relation described by the drd and its part-of-speech class, 
although these aspects do not explain the division entirely. The analysis of the 
typical syntactic ngrams co-occurring with the drds of each cluster will shed 
more light on their typical usage patterns as well as on the features applied in 
their grouping into clusters. This will be presented in the poster during the 
tl2016 conference.
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Introduction 

in this paper, we perform a cross-lingual analysis of discourse phenomena 
in German and czech, using two corpus resources annotated monolingually 
within two different frameworks: functional Generative description (Sgall et 
al. 1986) for czech, and textual cohesion (halliday & hasan 1976) for German. 
We take advantage of the existing resources reflecting systemic peculiarities 
and realisational options of the languages under analysis. in our previous work 
(lapshinova et al. 2015), we have shown that the annotations of the involved re-
sources are comparable if abstract categories are used and only the phenomena 
with a direct match in German and czech are taken into consideration. our 
analysis is a first step towards unifying separate analyses of discourse relations 
in Germanic and Slavic languages. at the same time, it demonstrates that the 
application of ’theoretically’ different resources is possible in one contrastive 
analysis. This is especially valuable for nlp, which uses annotated resources to 
train language models for various tools.

Related work 

Slavic languages have a richer, more fusional morphology than Germanic 
languages. even though German has conserved more of the inflectional mor-
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phology of proto-indo-european than other Germanic languages, it has a more 
isolating character than czech. The morphological reduction in German par-
tially results in a less flexible constituent word order as compared to czech, 
although some positional options are possible. We expect these contrasts to 
have an effect on the creation of discourse properties. There is a vast number of 
theoretical studies comparing Germanic and Slavic languages on a general level 
(Šticha 2003) and on anaphoric relations (Komárek 1994), whereas quantitative 
comparisons are rare.

Methodology

for our analysis, several texts of written discourse with comparable topics on 
economic and political issues were selected. for the German data, nine texts 
were excerpted from croco (hansen-Schirra et al. 2012) comprising 14930 
tokens and 736 sentences in total. The corpus is annotated on several levels 
including morphological, syntactic and textual information. The information 
on the latter was annotated with the help of semi-automatic procedures (lap-
shinova-Koltunski & Kunz 2014). The czech texts were taken from the prague 
dependency treebank (pdt 3.0, bejček et al. 2013). They are annotated with 
morphological, analytical and tectogrammatical information. The latter also 
contains annotation of information structure attributes and inter-sentential 
relations (Zikánová et al. 2015). Since texts are shorter in pdt than in the Ger-
man data, 17 texts were excerpted to arrive at a similar number of tokens and 
sentences (11769 and 763 respectively). in our previous work we attempted to 
unify the czech and the German-english frameworks for the annotation of 
discourse properties creating an interoperable scheme. We use this scheme to 
test whether this can be applied for contrastive analyses of czech and German, 
which can be extended to more general comparisons of Germanic and Slavic 
languages in the future. The main categories are labelled as identity, non-
identity, ellipSiS and diScourSe relationS. These categories include 
also subcategories, which we clarify in table 1 in the next section. We analyse 
these categories in both languages with respect to their overall distribution, the 
degree of explicitness, as well as the type of textual categories preferred. We also 
examine variation in the degree of dependence of these phenomena on lexico-
grammatical constraints.
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Analyses

overall, German (Go) and czech (cZ) texts do not differ significantly in their 
overall degree of cohesiveness if all four categories are taken together. The dif-
ferences get pronounced if we compare the distributions for each category (fig-
ure 1). taking a closer look into the subcategories (table 2 based on the overall 
frequencies per category per total number of words in texts), we find that the 
higher frequencies of identity in czech exclusively stem from id3. Qualita-
tive analyses show that more coreference relations are underspecified in czech 
than German in terms of explicit accessibility markers, since the definite article 
does not exist in czech and accessibility of referents is indicated by information 
structure more often than in German. by contrast, the frequencies for diS-
courSe relationS are higher in German than in czech, as German seems 
to prefer signaling logico-semantic relations by an explicit discourse marker, 
especially for temporal and expansion relations. finally, the higher number of 
nominal ellipSiS in czech than German points to a higher preference for 
expressing comparison by fragments. This tendency towards implicitness may, 
however, stem from the greater syntactic flexibility of czech.

figure 1. discourse phenomena in German and czech
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framework for Czech framework for German featID German Czech

IDENTITY

coreference with 
pronouns

coreference with heads 
(no extended reference) id1 88.41 97.71

pronouns with arrows 
to segments and events extended reference id2 38.18 64.58

np coreference
coreference with 

modifiers 
or def. articles

id3 144.68 597.33

coreference with the 
word same general comp.reference id4 3.35 0.00

coreference with local 
and 

temporal adverbs

coreference with local 
and temporal adverbs id5 12.06 10.20

NON-
IDENTITY

relations of 
meronymy

relations of 
meronymy nonid1 52.91 88.37

bridging contraSt particular comparative 
reference and antonyms nonid2 28.80 37.39

DISCOURSE
RELATIONS

temporal temporal temp 106.50 14.44

contingency causal cont 52.24 66.28

comparison (contrast) adversative comp 79.04 86.67

expansion additive expan 181.51 136.80

ELLIPSIS textual ellipsis cohesive ellipsis ellipsis 14.07 50.13

table 1. frequencies of discourse categories

Conclusion

our preliminary results show that our interoperable scheme permits a mul-
tilingual analysis of discourse-annotated corpora originating from different ap-
proaches. on the one hand, we are able to validate the interoperable scheme in 
an application. on the other hand, this indicates possible interoperability in the 
existing resources, which saves time and effort as no compilation of additional 
resources is required. furthermore, the results yield first insights into differ-
ences between German and czech in terms of the annotated phenomena.24

 24 We acknowledge support from the Grant agency of the czech republic (grant 16-05394S). 
This work has been using language resources developed and stored and distributed by the 
lindat/clarin project of the ministry of education, youth and Sports of the czech 
republic (project lm2015071). The project Gecco has been supported through a grant 
from the deutsche forschungsgemeinschaft (German research Society).
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The work reported in this paper is part of a larger research effort within the 
multinot project (lavid et al. 2015), focused on the multidimensional anno-
tation of a register-diversified bilingual corpus of comparable and parallel eng-
lish and Spanish texts with lexicogrammatical, semantic and discourse features 
with the aim of developing a multifunctional resource which can be used by a 
variety of potential users and in a number of theoretical and applied contexts. 
While previous work by members of the research team has focused on the an-
notation of features such as modality (Zamorano et al. 2014), global discourse 
structures, rhetorical relations and thematic patterns (arús, moratón & lavid 
2013, moratón & lavid 2013), in this paper we report on the recent extension of 
our annotation tasks to metadiscourse markers (hyland 2004), as potential real-
isational devices and markers of some of the previously annotated features. for 
this task we use a subpart of the multinot corpus, namely, sixty-two news-
paper texts, consisting of sixteen news reports, sixteen editorials and twenty let-
ters to the editor, evenly divided into english and Spanish, all of them collected 
from british and Spanish high-circulation newspapers between 2009 and 2013 
and preprocessed with the Gate platform (cunningham et al. 2002). We found 
hyland’s distinction into interactive and interactional markers particularly use-
ful as the basis for the design of the annotation scheme, although we decided 
to use halliday’s terminology and distinguish between ‘textual’ (interactive) and 
‘interpersonal (interactional) markers, given its wider acceptance. The former 
are concerned with ways of organising discourse to anticipate readers’ knowl-
edge and include transitions, frame markers, endophoric markers, evidentials 
and code glosses. The latter focus on the participants of the interaction and 
“seek to display the writer’s persona and a tenor consistent with the norms of 
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the disciplinary community” (hyland 2004: 139). These include hedges, boost-
ers, attitude markers, engagement markers and self-mention markers. in the 
paper we present an annotation scheme for these metadiscourse markers in 
english and Spanish, report on experiments to validate it and the problems en-
countered during the annotation phase. We also report on the genre and lan-
guage-specific variation found in the distribution of these metadiscourse mark-
ers in the annotated corpus. 
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rhetorical relations are typically expressed by discourse structuring devices 
that ensure textual cohesion and coherence (halliday&hasan 1976). resources 
such as the pdtb (prasad et al. 2007; 2008; 2014) target specifically the an-
notation of these devices, while describing alternative lexicalizations of such 
relations (altlex).

our preparatory work to develop a discourse treebank for portuguese in the 
pdtb framework has provided ground for some considerations regarding the 
status, in intra-sentential coherence, of main verbs that internally carry a causa-
tive meaning. We have first focused on the annotation of the rhetorical senses 
reason, result, pragmatic justification as expressed explicitly by discourse 
structuring devices (conjunctions, adverbs, phrases and prepositions), taken as 
elements that express a two-place semantic relation filled by propositional ar-
guments. however, these relations are also frequently marked by other devices 
(altlex). 

The introduction of the annotation manual mentions that the pdtb “has an-
notated the argument structure, senses and attribution of discourse connec-
tives” which “are treated as discourse-level predicates that take two abstract 
objects such as events, states, and propositions” (prasad et al. 2007). recently, 
pdtb’s authors have come to the conclusion that “drms [discourse relational 
markers] are a lexically open-ended class of elements which may or may not 
belong to well-defined syntactic classes” (prasad et al. 2010: 1024). They specify 
that one condition for instances of altlex to be annotated is that “a discourse 
relation can be inferred between adjacent sentences”, which means that a con-
dition – being inter-sentential – is imposed on altlex that is not imposed 
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generally on connectives (which include subordinating and coordinating con-
junctions with arg1 and arg2 in the same sentence). under a “related work” 
heading, the authors mention a few articles (danlos 2006, Kibble 1999, power 
2007) that analyze the verbalization of discourse relations at the intra-clausal 
level, but it is not clear whether they envisage at all the possibility of annotat-
ing instances of the verbs involved as altlex. one could argue that verbs that 
mark discourse relations (“discourse verbs”, danlos 2006: 6) should be included, 
provided they link “events, states and propositions”, whatever the grammatical 
realization of the arguments (nominalization, non-finite clause, etc.) is.

We will focus on causal discourse verbs such as provocar ‘to cause’, obrigar ‘to 
force’ and reduzir ‘to reduce’. We will discuss to what extent these verbs have 
a cohesive function in texts, taking into account their semantic content and 
the nature of their arguments, based on contexts extracted from the corpus 
cintil (barreto et al. 2006), a 1m word corpus annotated for part-of-speech 
and manually revised. 

We illustrate the question at hand with examples of the verbs provocar and 
reduzir. When considering proposals that decompose lexical meaning into se-
mantic primitives expressed by a conceptual structure (Jackendoff 1983 and 
1990) or a lexical conceptual structure (rappaport&levin 1988, pustejovsky 
1988), the verb provocar ‘to provoke’ may be expressed as an internally com-
plex event formed by a causative and an existential meaning [cauSe [to 
be]]. The two arguments of the verb provocar are frequently nominalizations,  
(“a by-product of explicit realization of the relations as verbs and propositions”; 
“typically, nominalized forms denote a property, an event or process, or the 
state resulting from an event” [Kibble 1999: 49]). in (1), where the two argu-
ments are underlined, the verb establishes a causal coherence relation between 
the event the refusal of France and Germany (…) and the event the recent col-
lapse (…): [the refusal [cauSe [the recent collapse to be]]. Sentence (1a) 
could be paraphrased by two clauses linked by a connective, as illustrated in 
(1b) in english. 

(1) a. a força do euro é tal que nem pestanejou com o recente colapso do 
pacto de estabilidade e crescimento (PEC) proVocado pela recusa da 
frança e alemanha em se submeterem às suas regras de disciplina orça-
mental. (público, 2.12.2004) ‘The strength of the euro is such that it didn’t 
even flinch with the recent collapse of the pact for Stability and Growth 
caused by the refusal of france and Germany to submit themselves to the 
rules of budget discipline.’
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 b. The pact for Stability and Growth recently collapsed because france 
and Germany refused to submit to its rules.

a different verb type is illustrated by reduzir ‘to reduce’, whose conceptual 
structure may be expressed as [cauSe [to decreaSe]]. The meaning of the 
verb expresses both a causative value and the variation of a variable’s attribute, 
and consequently the verb is marked both as an alternative lexicalization and 
part of the second argument25 in (2).

(2) de acordo com especialistas, uma subida de 10 por cento do dólar re-
duZ o crescimento da eurolândia em um ponto. (público, 2.12.2004) ‘ac-
cording to specialists, a 10% increase of the dollar reduces the growth of 
euroland in one point.’

in order to annotate verbs like reduzir in the ptdb framework, we could 
rely on framenet. in frame Semantics, a frame is constituted by a lexical unit 
called the target and by frame elements that combine with it. typically, but not 
necessarily, the target is a verb and the core frame elements are complements 
or adjuncts. Some frames semantically encapsulate discourse relations and, 
quite naturally, their expression through verbs (e. g. for contingency relations: 
[causation], [cause to x], [concessive], [conditional occurrence], [creating], [evi-
dence]). a system of annotation layers allows lexical units to be annotated at the 
same time as targets and frame elements. a similar technique might be used 
for annotating altlex verbs twice: as drms (discourse relation markers) and as 
part of the arg 2 (in the case of reduzir, this method would account for both the 
semantic elements to cause and the predicate to decrease applicable to arg 2). 

contexts such as those illustrated in (1) and (2) are at the crossroad between 
syntax and discourse and consequently challenge the limits of the annotation 
performed in the framework of the pdtb, namely the concepts that we explore 
in this paper of alternative lexicalization (taking into account the fact that they 
“convey more than just the meaning of the relation”, prasad et al. 2010: 1027)26 
and nominalization.

 25 danlos (2006) makes a similar distinction between two categories of causal verbs: “besides 
cause, there exists a number of causal verbs. on the one hand, there exist other verbs such 
as provoke, launch, trigger, etc., which are quite similar to cause. on the other hand, there 
exist causative verbs which lexically encode the effect”. She gives to irritate, to break and to 
give a headache as examples of the second category. 

 26 one important element conveyed by causal verbs, if we compare them to the corresponding 
connectives, is modality (epistemic, axiological and deontic). for a discussion on modality 
with notions such as letting, hindering, helping, cf. Wolff (2002). 
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The present paper is a follow up of two of our contributions relating to a con-
trastive analysis of negative emotion pragmatic markers generated from spoken 
parts of the british national corpus and the national corpus of polish. The 
materials are accompanied by relevant recordings and in polish additionally by 
automatically generated pitch profiles (fig. 1). With respect to english, a simpli-
fied pitch change annotation (demenko et al. 2006) is planned to be provided. 
to analyze the contrasts in more detail, translational (parallel) english-to-pol-
ish and polish-to-english corpora (cartoni et al. 2013) are consulted, available 
at http://pelcra.clarin-pl.eu/. The focal research questions refer to the identifi-
cation of the negativity elements in the linking devices, particularly those which 
convey higher emotional arousal in the sense of dziwirek & lewandowska-to-
maszczyk (2010) and lewandowska-tomaszczyk & Wilson (2011). The main 
goal of this work is to present a corpus-based functional cross-linguistic scale 
of negative emotion markers in english and polish.

as proposed before (lewandowska-tomaszczyk, 1996, 2004), elements 
which possess either overt or opaque properties of negativity are both a cog-
nitively more conspicuous, more salient as well as more powerful rhetorical 
device in discourse than less marked corresponding positive forms. negative 
emotions are also less controllable and potentially more revealing with regard 
to the mental state and stance expression than positive emotions. Therefore, 
the tracing of the elements of negativity in discourse markers can contribute to 
the emotion and negation research as well as uncover new vistas in the analysis 
of discourse markers, also contrastively. classes of emotional negativity senses 
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evolve through frame-switching (fillmore 1982) of the content represented in 
the presupposed part of the utterance, typically preceding a structure involving 
the negative marker.

relevant categories and uses are identified in the corpora (http://spokes.cla-
rin-pl.eu/) and their criterial properties and cross-linguistic typology proposed 
in order to provide some more explicit event linking device annotation clues. 
The primary prosodic clues are considered (as in fig. 1), particularly pitch and 
stress patterns generated from the recording of spoken utterances (pęzik 2014), 
and in the categories of contextual types, a larger context is consulted. The basic 
category types involve the clines between the basic-social and (un)pleasantness 
emotion criteria, mapped onto the direct - indirect negativity modes, dialogic 
versus (internally) monologic as well as primary and contextual types of the 
emotional expressive utterances. 

figure 1. pitch-stress pattern pol. […] COŚ ty, NIE chcę lit. ‘WHAT do you [lexicalized 
negative emotionality (disagreement) marker], i do NOT want’

The basic category emotion pattern types proposed involve i.e., direct nega-
tive dialogic frames (with a possible confrontational element and an increasing 
emotional arousal scale (emphasis) not at all, not really, e.g., pol. no nie powi-
esz żebym ja cię namówiła eng. well, you can’t say i made you do it’, pol. strong 
(no) co(ś) ty!, (no) wiesz!), indirect negative dialogic frames (a weaker arousal 
scale e.g., pol. tak było codziennie i było atmosfera była taka że no nie wiem 
żyć nie umierać) with a class of ironic (counterfactual) frames (no, great, really! 
pol. no..no dobrze ‘the atmosphere was such that. well, I don’t know. great, 
well..all right’), internal monologic expressive negative frames (oh, no, not that 
again!), and a range of contextual expressive negative frames, engaging vari-
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ants of the adversative but, and the temporal/confrontative less, while scales. 
The categories and scales are not evenly distributed in polish and english and 
sets of unique discourse markers in each of the languages (e.g., zanim in polish 
eng. strong ‘before’/’unless’) can be identified, which uniquely link particular 
structures in one language but not necessarily in the other.27
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The lexicon of discourse markers (ldm-pt) provides a set of lexical items 
in portuguese that have the function of structuring discourse and ensuring tex-
tual cohesion and coherence at intra-sentential and inter-sentential levels (hal-
liday & hasan 1976). each connective is associated to the set of its rhetorical 
senses, following the pdtb typology (prasad et al. 2008). 

We take discourse markers as a broad category that includes cohesive devices 
and also pragmatic markers with interactional and modal meanings (cuenca 
& marín 2009: 903) but we focus for now on discourse connectives. our im-
mediate goal is to provide data for the annotation of discourse relations in a 
portuguese discourse treebank, although a listing of discourse connectives will 
certainly prove to be useful for applications dealing with tasks such as parsing, 
text processing and summarization of portuguese. lexical resources available 
for portuguese deal essentially with content words and even those focusing on 
multi word expressions favour content expressions. however, the dpde on-
line28 does provide a portuguese equivalent to the set of Spanish discourse par-
ticles, and an experiment in the fully automatic identification of multilingual 
lexica, including portuguese has been reported (lopes et al. 2015).

We consider that discourse connectives do not vary regarding inflection, they 
express a two-place semantic relation, have propositional arguments and are 
not integrated in the predicative structure. This includes conjunctions, adverbs 
and phrases, but also prepositions, which we consider in our list of connectives, 
an option that is common to the German lexicon dimlex (Stede 2002) and the 
french lexicon lexconn (roze et al. 2012). 

 28 antonio briz–Salvador pons bordería–José portolés (dirs.) Diccionario de partículas dis-
cursivas del español. online since 2003, www.dpde.es.
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The identification of discourse connectives was first performed through a 
constrastive approach to english, based on the parallel europarl corpus and on 
the list of connectives labelled in the pdtb. We locate discourse markers in 
the english corpus and inspect the portuguese sentences to identify the cor-
responding connectives. We apply a manual approach with several goals in 
mind: to procure fully accurate data, to identify potential new senses of the 
portuguese connectives, to spot semantic and pragmatic differences between 
discourse connectives denoting the same sense. The approach is close to the 
translation Spotting technique (cartoni et al. 2013), although our motivation 
is not to capture the different meanings of a given connective in the source lan-
guage but to acquire a diversified set of connectives in portuguese. The manual 
identification of connectives based on a contrastive language analysis brings our 
attention to the limits of the category (for instance, the case of referential nps 
that perform a cohesive function) and to other strategies that express coher-
ence relations between text spans, such as paraphrases. This approach is now 
complemented using our preparatory work to develop a discourse treebank for 
portuguese in the pdtb framework by annotating texts of the corpus cintil 
(barreto et al. 2006), a 1m word corpus annotated for part-of-speech and man-
ually revised. our annotation focuses on discourse connectives (conjunctions, 
adverbs, phrases and prepositions), taken as elements that express a two-place 
semantic relation filled by propositional arguments. 

The lexicon is structured as pairs of discourse connectives/rhetorical senses, 
so as to cover polysemous connectives. The lexicon includes at the moment 210 
pairs of discourse connectives/rhetorical senses and is, for now, implemented in 
excel format (an illustration of the discourse connectives is provided in table 1). 

portuguese dm rhetorical relation other rhetorical 
relations

english dm

com efeito, é que, na medida em que, 
pois, porque, visto (que)

reason pragmatic cause: 
Justification

for

daí (que), de onde, por conseguinte, 
por consequência, portanto

result hence

apesar de, embora, contudo contrast though

table 1: discourse markers in the ldm-pt

additional information on the category of the connective is provided in a 
required field Category (conjunction, preposition, adverb), and other optional 
information is encoded, such as the equivalent english connective, a corpus 
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example and restrictions on the context (e.g., the presence of a negative parti-
cle, mood selection (indicative or subjunctive), modifiers). The latter might be 
especially important to deal with connectives that share a common rhetorical 
sense although they don’t occur in the same contexts since “connectives are not 
always interchangeable and therefore cannot be treated as equivalents” (cartoni 
et al. 2013: 79). 

We also include in the lexicon alternative lexicalizations (altlex), i.e, al-
ternative expressions that denote a cohesive relation, making it redundant to 
supply an implicit connective in the context (prasad et al. 2010: 1025). for in-
stance, the cohesive relation contrast is frequently denoted through the follow-
ing altlex: acontece que ‘it happens that’, diga-se que ‘let it be said that’, dito isso 
/ posto isso ‘this being said’, não deixa de ser verdade que ‘it is nevertheless true 
that’. We have also encountered borderline cases of intra-sentential discourse 
relations marked by a main causative verb (danlos 2006), such as provocar ‘to 
provoke’, obrigar ‘to force’, reduzir ‘ro reduce’, which typically establish a causal 
coherence relation between two nominalizations (lejeune et al. this volume). 

The lexicon is viewed as an open list that integrates both the results of the 
contrastive analysis between english and portuguese discourse connectives and 
of our corpus annotation following the pdtb model. 
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The literature on discourse markers and rhetorical relations contains many 
different classifications of discourse connectives, drawing upon a wide range of 
evidence including textual cohesion (halliday & hasan 1976), hypotactic con-
junctions (martin 1992), cognitive plausibility (Sanders et al. 1992), substitut-
ability (Knott et al. 2001), and psycholinguistic experiments (louwerse 2001). 
due to the different theoretical aspects at the basis of each classification and 
their motivations, there is a general lack of consensus on the characterization 
of discourse connectives. additionally, the usual limitations of manually con-
structed resources apply in this domain as well: the process is very labor-inten-
sive and the resulting resources are often incomplete. 

because of this, some research has been directed at constructing such clas-
sifications of connectives automatically. The idea is to use non-biased evidence 
from natural instances of connective usage in large corpora to induce empiri-
cally-grounded classes. hutchinson (2004) aimed to automatically acquire the 
meaning of discourse connectives with regard to three aspects often found in 
hand-coded taxonomies: polarity, veridicality and type. The latter aspect con-
cerns the type of relation expressed by a connective. in this approach, classes 
were first manually defined for each aspect. concerning types, three distinct 
classes are defined: additive, temporal and causal. instances of connective usage 
were then extracted from a large corpus based on string patterns. features were 
extracted to describe each instance, in terms of lexical co-occurrences in the 
clauses linked by the connective, as well as other linguistic information. a por-
tion of these instances was then manually annotated to produce training data. 
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finally, classification models were trained on this data to obtain a classification 
which was compared to a golden standard compiled from previous manual clas-
sifications (Knott et al. 2001, louwerse 2001). 

although this approach obtained highly accurate results with respect to this 
gold standard, it doesn’t seem to appropriately solve the problems we men-
tioned. indeed, the classes to which connectives are assigned have been decided 
manually, and are thus necessarily biased. additionally, since the evaluation of 
the results is based on previous manual classifications, they can only prove that 
they manage to recreate a similar classification, or, perhaps, to validate existing 
ones. finally, the reliance on manually annotated instances to learn the models 
implies the necessity of important manual work prior to the applicability of this 
method, as well as a bias relative to the annotators. a more suitable approach 
to alleviate these problems is that of alonso et al. (2002), who propose to use 
a clustering method to automatically group instances of connective usage ex-
tracted from a large corpus. it should be noted however that the aim is not to 
classify connectives directly, but to classify instances of their usage in context. 

The main goal of clustering is to identify partitions in an unstructured set of 
objects described by certain features. This identification relies only on these fea-
tures, and no annotated data is required. instead of manually identifying classes 
to which the instances need to be assigned, only the number of clusters needs 
to be defined. Groups of instances are then created based on their similarity 
with respect to the features. alonso et al. (2002) rely on two sets of features. 
The first set is derived from a hand-coded lexicon of connectives with syntactic, 
discourse segmental, and rhetorical information, including “rhetorical content”, 
which consists in relations such as reinforcement, concession, consequence or 
enablement. The second set of features is based on shallow text processing of 
the instances, and contains features relative to the position of the connective in 
the segment, the words surrounding the connective, the presence of a negation, 
etc. The analysis of the results demonstrates that the clusters contain mostly 
instances with similar syntactic behavior of the connective. Various rhetorical 
contents can be found across clusters, and there is no clear-cut distinction be-
tween subordinating and coordinating connectives, contrary to what is found in 
manual and supervised classifications. 

We propose a different approach, with a slightly different goal. We aim to 
automatically derive empirically-grounded clusters of connectives based on the 
significance of association between connectives and pairs of verbal predicates 
in context. in order to arrive at such clusters, we use co-occurrence data we 
collected on the english Gigaword corpus, yielding triplets consisting of two 
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predicates and a discourse marker, and their occurrence count. The association 
measure of each triplet is then computed with a variant of pointwise mutual 
information (conrath 2015). We used the pdtb list of discourse markers as 
a basis, with no a priori grouping. We thus produce a matrix of dimensions 
{number of verb pairs} x {104 connectives}. When a pair never appears with 
a certain connective, the score is set to zero in the corresponding position of 
the matrix. in effect, each verb pair is thus represented by a set of 104 feature 
values. finally, we apply a dimensionality reduction procedure in the feature 
space, that is the space of the connectives. We use nmf, non-negative matrix 
factorization, a technique that produces a lower-dimensionality representation 
while conserving positive values in the new dimensions, so that the results are 
more easily interpretable. The number of dimensions k to which the feature 
space is factorized needs to be predefined. in order to mirror the granularity of 
the usual descriptions of human analysts, we set this number to six dimensions, 
for easier manual analysis. 

in figure 1, we show the strength of association of each connective in each 
group. 

figure 1. Weight of each connective for each group

in table 1 we show the most prominent markers for each new dimension. 
many markers appear with much lower weight in the new space, mainly be-
cause their usage is too infrequent. 
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dimension 1 but, (also, still)

dimension 2 or, (also)

dimension 3 when, after, (then)

dimension 4 for, (also)

dimension 5 because, so, so that, (still, also)

dimension 6 if, then

table 1. most prominent markers for each dimension after nmf (sometimes in several di-
mensions)

Some of these dimensions isolate broad classes of semantic relations: for in-
stance dimension 1 represents a contrastive or opposition type relation, dimen-
sion 2 an alternation type relation, dimension 3 a temporal one, dimension 5 a 
causal one (regrouping explanation, result and intentional causal relations like 
goal), dimension 6 a conditional or suppositional relation. dimension 4 might 
also be a causal intentional family of relations, though the distinction between 
dimensions 4 and 5 is not so clear. 

parallelism marked with also seems to pervade several of the semantic class-
es, but this is not so surprising for theories in which several relations may be at 
play between two discourse units: parallelism often combines with several other 
relations. We can see this as multiple markers in clauses are relatively common 
and natural when one of the markers is an indication of parallelism also, too, as 
well because he also, as a result she also, but he … too, although she … as well 
(asher 1993). 
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for many purposes, an annotated corpus is particularly useful when multiple 
layers of different annotation types are available for the texts. in our scenario, 
the 175 German texts in the potsdam commentary corpus (pcc, cf. Stede & 
neumann 2014), a selection of short editorials from a local newspaper, have 
been manually or semi-automatically annotated for sentence syntax, corefer-
ence, connectives/arguments, and rhetorical structure. being able to issue que-
ries that combine different layers now allows for systematically studying corre-
lations between the different realms, and for testing to what extent one annota-
tion layer could contribute to automatically inferring another.

Primary data

one of our initial decisions in the pcc project was to use layer-specific tools 
for the primary annotation of the data. at the time, there was no “universal” 
annotation tool available, which would support different types of marking in 
the same way; and also today, while many new tools have emerged and many of 
them are quite versatile, we still find that for some of our layers a specific tool is 
to be preferred in order for annotators to have a user interface that is intuitive 
to use and best supports the task. This holds in particular for annotation layers 
where a semi-automatic annotation is to be preferred over a completely manual 
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one. in our setting, this is the case for syntax (the ‘annotate’29 tool suggests a 
syntax tree, which the annotator may re-arrange) and for connectives (‘cona-
no’30 suggests connectives and their argument spans). coreference is manually 
annotated with ‘mmax2’31, which highlights co-referring expressions in the 
text view. finally, for rSt trees we use ‘rSttool’32, which allows for an intuitive 
graphical tree construction.

Merging

The first technical challenge is to “bring together” the different annotation 
formats produced by the tools. in our new approach this is achieved by the dis-
coursegraphs component (neumann 2015), which is a freely available library33 
of import/export modules for a great variety of annotation tools and formats, 
and which also takes care of merging multiple layers of annotation of a docu-
ment into a single directed graph, i.e., to make sure that all parallel annotations 
are mapped to the correct spans of the base text. once the layers are merged, 
the graphs (one for each document) can be queried using the python program-
ming language or exported for inspection by specialized graph analytics tools.

Querying

While database functionalities are not required to search the corpus across 
the different layers, they may be worth considering, e.g., if your corpus is large, 
or if you prefer a concise query syntax. in line with our choice of data format 
just described, we opted for the neo4j graph database34, where users’ queries 
apply directly to graphs storing the different portions of information. Thus we 
implemented a mapping from discoursegraphs to the specific format geoff used 
by neo4j.

 29 This tool is no longer operational. a successor is synpathy (http://www.mpi.nl/tools/synpa-
thy.html).

 30 http://angcl.ling.uni-potsdam.de/resources/conano.html (see Stede & heintze 2004)
 31 http://mmax2.sourceforge.net/
 32 http://www.wagsoft.com/rSttool/
 33 https://github.com/arne-cl/discoursegraphs
 34 http://neo4j.com/
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using this database with the pcc corpus, we can, for example, determine 
how often a coreference chain starts in a discourse segment that has nuclear 
or satellite status in rSt (it turns out that the ratio is roughly 3:2). or, we find 
that syntactically-subordinated clauses are mostly satellite segments in rSt, but 
– against some predictions in the literature – not always (the ratio is roughly 
1:5). Similarly, we can now determine how often discourse relations are being 
signaled by which connectives (or none), and in what cases annotators arrived 
at different “scope” decision in the rSt analysis and the connective annotation.

Outlook

our approach has been implemented for the pcc, but the idea can easily be 
transferred to other corpora, also in other languages, provided that annotations 
have been produced on the same base text; this in particular means that tokeni-
zation must not produce different results for different layers. another prereq-
uisite is that the annotation tools are being supported by the discoursegraphs 
library; these are listed in the paper mentioned above. all the tools that we have 
mentioned here are freely available for research purposes. 
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The analysis of spoken language requires a system of units that is able to de-
scribe and analyze discourse phenomena since syntactic units have proven to be 
too narrow a segmentation tool for spontaneous speech (narbona 1991). Such a 
need is evident in the proliferation of various segmentation models (pons 2014), 
such as those of Geneva (roulet 2001), the Sorbonne (morel & danon-boileau 
1998), the Val.es.co. research Group (briz and Grupo Val.es.co 2003) and 
the bdu (degand & Simon 2009) among others. despite the fact that these 
models use different units and employ heterogeneous criteria to define them, 
the models all face common challenges when accounting for the segmentation 
and annotation of particular oral phenomena such as speech ruptures, that is 
fragmentary segments of speech (e.g. hesitations, restarts, repairs, repetitions) 
that arise in conversations due to the spontaneous construction and planning 
of discourse. 

in most of the mentioned models, truncated segments are considered only 
partially or not at all: sometimes they are annotated as syntactical units (de-
gand & Simon 2005); sometimes they are regarded as elements that can appear 
in some prosodic units and whose study is to be developed (morel & danon-
boileau 1998); on other occasions they are simply excluded from the analysis 
and considered residues (briz and Grupo Val.es. 2014). This study departs from 
the theoretical question of how to deal with truncated segments of speech when 
segmenting discourse into units, and focuses on the corresponding practical 
problem of how to label discourse ruptures when annotating discourse units.

in order to find an answer to the previous questions, this paper carries out a 
case-study of speech ruptures that comprise specific phenomenon named self-
repair. a self-repair can be defined as the self-correction conducted by speakers 
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when they try to rectify the troubles that occur when speaking (Schegloff et 
a. 1977). in the following example, taken from conversation 46 in the Corpus 
Val.Es.Co. 2.0. (cabedo & pons 2013) of Spanish colloquial conversations, we 
observe two truncations marked with hyphens in the transcript that are uttered 
by speaker “a”:35

(1) a: entonces se– // se pasó dos dí– y me dijo Viqui se ha pasado dos o tres 
días vomitando36

Repair 1 
entonces se– // se pasó dos dí– 

 original utterance repair

Repair 2 
se pasó dos dí- y me dijo Viqui se ha pasado dos o tres días vomitando

 original editing term repair
 utterance

as illustrated in the figure above, the first repair contains two parts37: (1) the 
original utterance, “entonces se–”, enunciated before the interruption “–”, and 
(2) the repair “se pasó dos dí–”.38 The second repair contains three parts: (1) the 
original utterance, “se pasó dos dí–”, (2) an editing term that often consists of a 
discourse marker or a phrase, “y me dijo Viqui”, which is integrated before the 
repair, and (3) the repair, “se ha pasado dos o tres días vomitando”.

Self-repairs offer an insight into speakers’ attempts to plan and organize their 
speech. They often include editing terms that could be considered drd (dis-
course relational devices), given that such editing terms help speakers to struc-

 35 This example could be translated into english as follows: a: so she sp- spent two da- and 
Viqui told me she spent two or three days throwing up

 36 The slashes indicate the presence of a pause of 0,5−1 seconds; the italics indicate direct 
speech.

 37 The description of the parts of a self-repair is taken from levelt (1983).
 38 note that, as Schegloff et al. (1977: 636) observe, a repair does not imply either the correc-

tion of an error (in the example the speaker does not make a mistake), or the presence of a 
replacement in the repair (in the example the repair consists of a repetition, not of a re-
placement).
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ture their discourse, as occurs with the discourse marker “bueno” uttered by “b” 
in the following example:39

(2) c: [yo no lo veo]40

b: [no quieres] tener ese trabajo o yo no querría o me lo pensa- bueno me  
 lo [pensaría]

 c: [sí]41

The aim of this study is to integrate self-repairs and their constituents (trun-
cated segments, editing terms – drd – and repairs) into discourse units in 
order to allow a complete segmentation of Spanish colloquial conversations 
without residues. This paper examines the problem of annotating self-repairs 
in the context of the Val.es.co. model of units, where ruptures of speech are 
generally considered segments that are non-intentional and external to the in-
formative and syntactic structure of discourse (pérez 2004: 883). Since truncat-
ed segments cannot be complete semantic, syntactic or pragmatic units (her-
rero 1995), they are excluded from annotations carried out using the Val.es.co 
model and constitute a residue of approximately 6% of the delimited segments 
of a conversation (pascual 2014).

more than 1000 interventions of colloquial conversations from the Corpus 
Val.Es.Co. 2.0. (cabedo & pons 2013) are segmented into units. only self-re-
pairs that include truncated segments and explicit editing terms are taken into 
account. a linguistic and structural analysis of the prosodic, morphosyntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic features of the selected self-repairs is carried out. on 
the basis of these features, a typology of self-repairs42 is devised, together with 
a scheme to annotate them as parts or correlates of the minimal monological 
discourse units of the Val.es.co. system: act and subact.43

 39 taken from the conversation 44 in cabedo and pons, Corpus Val.Es.Co 2.0., n.p.n.
 40 The square brackets mark the presence of simultaneous speech
 41 This example could be translated into english as follows:
  c: [i don’t see the point]
  b: [you don’t want] to have that job or i wouldn’t want to or i would thi- well i would [think  

 about it]
  c: [yes]
 42 based on levelt (1983: 44–45).
 43 according to briz & Val.es.co. (2014: 37), the act is the minimal identifiable and inten-

tional unit; the subact (ibid. 53–60) is the minimal informative unit, generally equivalent to 
an intonation group. depending on the nature of their semantic content, subacts can be 
substantive – director (SSd), subordinate (SSS) or topicalized (SSS) – or adjacent – textual 
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The results of this study comprise a protocol for annotating self-repairs in the 
segmentation of a conversation into units. in addition, it is shown that, when 
used in conjunction with a system of discourse units, the linguistic analysis of 
self-repairs may reveal recurrent patterns of units that tend to constitute these 
self-repairs. The process of mapping these patterns elucidates the role of self-
repairs in some discursive functions, such as planning and mitigating. finally, a 
brief description is offered of the annotated types and functions of drd which 
constitute the editing terms of self-repairs.

This paper seeks to demonstrate the advantages of a system for annotating 
discourse units that takes into account residues and that shows their composi-
tion at a microanalytical level. This last example displays two annotations into 
units: (a) does not take into account the sequence of self-repairs, whereas (b) 
does take self-repairs into account:

(3) a: pero es que eso no es m- es que no- a ver no es malo44

(a) a: <a><Sat>pero</Sat> <Sat>es que</Sat> eso no es m- <Sat>es 
que</Sat> no- <Sat>a ver</Sat> <SSd>no es malo</SSd></a>

 annotation pattern: <a><Sat></Sat> <Sat></Sat> eso no es m- 
<Sat></Sat> no- <Sat></Sat> <SSd></SSd></a> 

(b) a: <a><Sat>pero</Sat> <Sat>es que</Sat> <SSx>eso no es 
m-</SSx> <Sat>es que</Sat> <SSd>no- <Sat>a ver</Sat> no es 
malo</SSd></a>

 annotation pattern: <a> <Sat></Sat> <Sat></Sat> <SSx></
SSx> <Sat></Sat> <SSd><Sat></Sat></SSd></a>45

(Sat), modal (Sam) or interpersonal (Sai) –. for a further description see briz & Val.
es.co. (2014: 37–60).

 44 This example could be translated into english as follows:
  a: but the thing is that this is not b- the thing is not- let’s see is not bad
 45 The annotation is made with tei tags in xml format, as described in Salvador pons, cómo 

dividir una conversación en actos y subactos, (in preparation):
    <a>      </a> act
  <Sat> </Sat> textual adjacent Subact
  <SSd> </SSd> director Substantive Subact
  < SSx> </SSx> undetermined Substantive Subact
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in conclusion, this study contributes to: (1) implement the annotation and 
segmentation of colloquial conversations; (2) shed light on the processes of 
structuring and planning spontaneous discourse; and (3) advocate the impor-
tance of analyzing truncated segments of speech, which are currently consid-
ered mere syntactical residues.
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in our presentation, we introduce the annotation of especially multiword dis-
course connectives in czech (i.e. expressions like abychom to shrnuli ‘to con-
clude’, z tohoto důvodu ‘for this reason’, výsledkem bylo ‘the result was’ etc.) on 
the data of the prague dependency treebank (pdt) and on the basis of the an-
notation results, we focus on the possible borderlines of discourse connectives 
as a general class.46

in the pdt annotation, we distinguish two categories within discourse con-
nectives especially according to their degree of grammaticalization: primary 
connectives (mostly fully grammaticalized connectives like therefore, however, 
while etc.) and secondary connectives (yet non-grammaticalized phrases like as 
a result, under these conditions etc.) (rysová & rysová 2015). 

in our presentation, we pay attention especially to the comparison of pri-
mary and secondary connectives in the pdt annotation mainly in the following 
points: a) frequency (i.e. how often primary and secondary connectives appear 
in authentic czech texts in absolute numbers), b) semantico-pragmatic rela-

 46 This work has been supported by the ministry of education, youth and Sports of the czech 
republic (grant ld15052 TextLink: Structuring Discourse in Multilingual Europe and 
lindat/clarin project lm2015071), by the international coSt action iS1312 
(TextLink) and by the ministry of culture of the czech republic (project dG16p02b016 
Automatic Evaluation of Text Coherence in Czech).
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tions (i.e. how primary and secondary connectives differ in frequency of the 
individual types of discourse relations), c) inter- vs. intra-clausal relations (i.e. 
whether primary and secondary connectives express discourse relations rather 
within a sentence or across the sentence boundary). 

The results demonstrated that primary and secondary connectives differ 
mainly in frequency (primary connectives form 94.6% and secondary connec-
tives 5.4% within all discourse connectives annotated in the pdt) and in inter- 
vs. intra-clausal relations (while primary connectives prefer intra-clausal rela-
tions in 70%, secondary connectives inter-clausal relations in 63%).

during the annotation, it has also appeared that the structure of connectives 
may have a direct influence on syntactic realization of discourse arguments.47  
a group of secondary connectives (consisting of a noun + verb to be like 
důvodem je ‘the reason is’, podmínkou je ‘the condition is’, příkladem je ‘the ex-
ample is’, výsledkem je ‘the result is’ etc.) prefer nominalization of the second 
discourse argument in 80% – i.e. in czech, it is more common to say důvodem 
je napadení ředitele ‘the reason is the attack on the director’ than důvodem je, 
že napadl ředitele ‘the reason is that he attacked the director’. 

in our presentation, we introduce the most important criteria according to 
which we may characterize discourse connectives in czech (based on a detailed 
annotation of the pdt, i.e. almost 50,000 of sentences) and we describe their 
behaviour in authentic czech texts. 
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over the last fifteen years, annotating discourse relations has gained increas-
ing interest of the linguistics research community. indeed, it is a promising and 
challenging research area, which allows for systematic cross-linguistic com-
parison at the discourse level. a lot of progress has been achieved thanks to the 
development of large discourse-annotated corpora. Some leading examples of 
frameworks used to annotate these corpora are the penn discourse treebank 
(prasad et al. 2008), the rhetorical Structure Theory (rSt) treebank (carlson 
et al. 2003) and Sdrt (reese et al. 2007). 

however, existing discourse annotation guidelines differ in important as-
pects, such as the type of relations that are distinguished. Some proposals pre-
sent sets of approximately 20 relations (mann & Thompson 1988). The pdtb 
contains a three-tiered hierarchical classification of 43 sense tags (prasad et al. 
2008), and the annotation scheme used for the rSt treebank distinguishes 78 
relations that can be partitioned in 16 classes (carlson et al. 2003). hence, it is 
not clear which and how many categories (for example, contingency, causal, or 
informational) and end labels (for example, result, volitional cause, and cause-
consequence are all labels for causal relations) are needed to adequately describe 
and distinguish coherence relations. 
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one thing that is clear is that annotation has proven to be a difficult task, 
which is regularly reflected in low inter-annotator agreement scores. further-
more, it is often hard to compare outcomes of corpus-based studies, because 
frameworks differ in the precise relations they distinguish. This is unfortunate; 
it would be much better if all these annotated corpora could be compared. 

our goal is to suggest how the discourse relation annotations used by the 
different schemes can be mapped onto one another. an important considera-
tion is to be able to represent all of the annotations that the different schemes 
have considered relevant for discourse relation annotation (also see a proposal 
for a mapping between Sdrt and rSt, benamara & taboada 2015). more spe-
cifically, we will compare pdtb, rSt and Sdrt in terms of a limited set of 
dimensions, and show how they map onto each other. for instance, all systems 
distinguish between positive and negative relations. We will show how this di-
mension allows for similar clusterings across systems. Some dimensions are 
similar to a cognitive approach to coherence relations (ccr, Sanders et al. 
1992), while additional criteria capture more fine-grained distinctions. We de-
scribe discourse relations in terms of this limited set of dimensions and criteria, 
and show how the various existing proposals can be related to each other. This 
leads to a unifying proposal, which allows us to ‘translate’ outcomes from one 
framework to the terminology of another. This way, we want to contribute to the 
ultimate goal: to make optimal use of existing corpora and facilitate discussion 
among researchers working in different paradigmata. 
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it is known that the means to establish discourse coherence differ between 
discourse types. Specifically, spoken and written discourse employ different dis-
course connectives, rhetorical structures, and other discourse structuring de-
vices. here we analyze discourse structuring devices in twitter conversations, a 
text type that shows properties of informal, spoken-like interaction, features de-
termined by written transmission, as well as additional phenomena innovated 
in this medium. 

Data

twitter is a social medium composed of microblogs (called ‘tweets’). users 
frequently reply to other users’ tweets, creating branching dialog structures. 
it has been shown that up to 40% of all tweets are part of such conversations 
(Scheffler 2014). it is not well-studied which devices users employ in order to 
establish coherence in these public conversations, which are potentially read 
(and contributed to) by many unknown participants. We have extracted large 
numbers of full conversations from German twitter data1, which we take as the 
basis of our work in this paper. 

Discourse Connectives on Twitter

our first question concerns the distribution of connectives in twitter con-
versation: do the relative frequencies of usage correlate with those found in 
other modes? to this end, we identified all connectives (using the base set in 
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dimlex, Stede 2002) in 100 conversations, consisting of 451 tweets in total.48 
This yielded 207 connective instances in 165 tweets; i.e., 37% of all tweets con-
tain one or more connective, with an average of 1.25. The five most frequent 
German connectives on twitter are (in this order) aber (‘but’; 38), und (‘and’ 
37), wenn (‘when’/‘if ’; 35), dann (‘then’; 29), and also (‘so’; 8) – notice the big gap 
from rank 4 to rank 5. for comparison, the top five connectives in our German 
corpus of newspaper editorials (Stede & neumann 2014) are und, wenn, aber, 
doch, denn; also is only on rank 16. 

The Case of Causal Connectives 

in order to answer more specific questions about discourse connectives, we 
focus on the subclass of causal relations. even though individual tweets are 
short, reasons or justifications are frequently given. it is known that register 
has a large effect on the kind of causal connective employed in German. in spo-
ken German, weil is by far the most common causal connective, while denn 
and da are almost equally common in some written registers (Wegener 1999). 
We have compared the frequency of weil, denn, da, and nämlich in a corpus of 
250,000 tweets and found that similar to the spoken corpora, weil by far domi-
nates (more than 5:1)49. This suggests an informal style, though rehbein (2014) 
showed that this does not extend to the even more informal variant of weil with 
V2 word order, which is frequent in speech but very rare on twitter. 

in a subsequent study, we analyzed 200 instances of weil in conversations 
on twitter. The goal was to identify which of the semantic levels proposed by 
Sweetser (1990) the causal connective targets and where its arguments are lo-
cated. The causal connective weil relates two arguments, cause and conse-
quence. We found that, in conversations, the two arguments can be located 
in two different utterances, usually uttered by two different speakers. This phe-
nomenon was found in 47 of the 200 instances.

Sweetser (1990) assumes that the interpretation of connectives not only de-
pends on the form of the sentence but also on the speaker’s conversational inten-
tions. She differentiates between three semantic levels: propositional, epistemic 
and speech-act. in our study, 79.5% of the instances of weil were interpreted on 
the propositional level, 14% on the epistemic level and 6.5% on the speech-act 

 48 This analysis was carried out by nataliia Vorona in her 2015 uni potsdam b.Sc. thesis.
 49 2 cf. Scheffler (2014).
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level. a similar distribution can be found among the cross-tweet-uses. how-
ever, in these cases, the epistemic use is a little more frequent with 19%, because 
in many cases twitter users were asked to justify their arguments (and then pro-
vide a ‘because’-clause in a separate tweet). table 1 compares the distribution 
of the semantic levels in causal relations with weil on twitter (our work) with 
Volodina’s (2010) corpus study of semantic levels in spoken language, consider-
ing all the main connectives (weil, da, denn, and nämlich).

tweets (weil only) Spoken 
(weil, da, denn, 

nämlich)number percent

propositional level 159 79.5% 34.7% 
epistemic level 28 14% 34.9% 
Speech act level 13 6.5% 28% 

table 1. distribution of semantic levels for causal relations in twitter vs. speech.

Other Coherence Phenomena 

finally, we have also studied the use of urls and hashtags in twitter wrt. 
coherence: in particular, we have found that the discourse relation connecting 
urls to the rest of the tweet/conversation is usually left implicit (in 80% of 
cases), and could be causal, elaborating, exemplifying, or evaluative.50 explicit 
linguistic devices such as connectives are rarely used to identify the discourse 
function of a url. interestingly, urls can be used as satellites (providing addi-
tional information) as well as as nuclei (central to the discussion) when analyzed 
in an rSt framework. in almost all cases, the reader must open the link to un-
derstand the meaning and function of the url. This suggests that the specific 
properties of the medium twitter lead writers to provide fewer explicit cues for 
discourse relations of certain utterances, contrary to what has been observed 
for standard written texts (taboada 2006).

 50 The analysis of the discourse function of urls was carried out by laura Stelter in her 2015 
uni potsdam b.Sc. thesis.
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Introduction

Several studies have shown that causally related information is processed 
faster and represented better than non-causally related information (black 
& bern 1981, Kuperberg et al. 2011, myers et al. 1987, Sanders & noordman 
2000). at the same time, discourse relational devices like connectives have a 
clear function as processing signals: they guide and speed up the processing 
of upcoming information. connectives signaling non-causal relations seem to 
reverse readers’ expectations of upcoming coherence relations, making the an-
ticipation of unexpected relations stronger (asr & demberg 2015, drenhaus et 
al. 2014, Koornneef & Sanders 2013, xiang & Kuperberg 2015). in this contri-
bution, we investigate whether such signals can influence the causal processing 
preference. more specifically, we examine whether cues other than connectives 
that precede the coherence relation can facilitate the processing of non-causal 
relations. it is investigated (1) whether a context sentence signaling an upcom-
ing list relation facilitates the processing of a subsequent list relation, and (2) 
whether a list signal in the context sentence perturbs the processing of a subse-
quent causal relation. This will provide more insight into the relative strength of 
and interaction between contextual signals and general processing preferences. 
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Method

an eye tracking-while-reading experiment was conducted with a 2x2 design: 
context (list signal vs. no signal) and relation type (list relation vs. causal rela-
tion). participants (n = 44) read 32 stories in dutch that consisted of a context 
sentence and a pair of connected sentences, as in example 1. in conditions a 
and c, the context sentence refers to multiple instances (e.g., ‘a few’, ‘several’); 
in conditions b and d, the context did not signal an upcoming list. The coher-
ence relation following the context sentence was either a list relation signaled 
by the marker ‘ook’ (also) (conditions a and b), or a consequence-cause relation 
signaled by the marker ‘namelijk’ (namely), which can be used in dutch to signal 
causal relations (conditions c and d). 

1 a [List signal – list relation] de student had vandaag een aantal financiële 
meevallers. Ze kreeg korting van een winkelier. Ze kreeg ook een gratis 
kop koffie in een café.

  ‘The student had a few financial breaks today. She got a discount from a 
shopkeeper. She also got a free cup of coffee in a café.’ 

 b [No list signal – list relation] de student was vandaag de stad in gegaan. 
Ze kreeg korting van een winkelier. Ze kreeg ook een gratis kop koffie in 
een café.

  ‘The student went into the city today. She got a discount from a shop-
keeper. She also got a free cup of coffee in a café.’

 c [List signal – causal relation] de student had vandaag een aantal finan-
ciële meevallers. Ze kreeg korting van een winkelier. Ze had namelijk een 
kortingsbon mee uit een dagblad.

  ‘The student had a few financial breaks today. She got a discount from a 
shopkeeper. She had [namely] brought a coupon from a magazine.’ 

 d [No list signal – causal relation] de student was vandaag de stad in 
gegaan. Ze kreeg korting van een winkelier. Ze had namelijk een kort-
ingsbon mee uit een dagblad.

  ‘The student went into the city today. She got a discount from a shop-
keeper. She had [namely] brought a coupon from a magazine.’
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Results

The results show shorter regression path durations at the end of the final sen-
tence in condition a compared to b (1019 ms vs. 1278 ms, p < .001), providing 
evidence that the list signal facilitated integration of the second argument of a 
list relation with previous content. moreover, the overall mean for first gaze du-
ration at ‘namelijk’ (namely) was longer in condition c than in d (236 ms vs. 214 
ms, p < .01), indicating that the list signal immediately perturbed the processing 
of the causal marker. 

Conclusion

The results suggest that a list signal facilitates the integration of the second 
argument of a list relation with the previous context, and that it hinders the 
processing of a causal marker. it is concluded that contextual signals can over-
ride general processing preferences, but more research is necessary to further 
investigate the strength and effect of a list signal on the processing of a subse-
quent coherence relations.
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Introduction

The poster aims to demonstrate a new automatic annotation method (called 
ProsoTool, Szekrényes 2015) which can generate annotation labels representing 
the prosodic structure of a recorded dialogue. The algorithm is implemented as 
a praat (boersma & Weenink 2015) script and it requires only a two-level an-
notation of speaker change to identify turn-takes, overlapping speeches and the 
individual vocal ranges of the speakers. unlike ToBi (rosenberg 2010), the an-
notation-system is language-independent. The psychoacoustic model of tonal 
perception (hart 1976) was used as theoretical background describing only the 
perceptually relevant features of prosodic events by smoothing and stylizing the 
original f0 curves. The annotation labels indicate the shape (“rise”, “fall” etc.) 
and the relative location of prosodic movements based on their initial and final 
values and the individual vocal range of the speaker. 

The results can be associated with the annotation of discourse structure in-
cluding turn-taking, discourse markers and topic boundaries, as we already 
made them available in the HuComTech Multimodal Corpus (hunyadi et al. 
2012a). prosodic features as possible non-verbal cues of communicative func-
tions can be very important factor for the analysis of any discourse related phe-
nomenon (hunyadi et al. 2012b). beyond the technical aspects of prosodic an-
notation, the poster focuses on the prosodic cues of different dialogue types 
(formal or informal) and topic structure: how they can contribute to the effi-
ciency of automatic categorization and detection.
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Methodology

The first, pre-processing step of the algorithm is the isolation of the selected 
speaker’s voice based on the manual annotation of speaker change. The prelimi-
nary analysis of f0 data uses a dynamic extraction method (frid & ambrazaitis 
2010) and aims to identify the individual vocal range of the speaker defining five 
levels of f0 values: l2, l1, m, h1, h2 (where l2 is the lowest and h2 is the highest 
level).

The further operations are performed on every speech segments annotated 
in the original audio file:
	f0 extraction using speaker-dependent parameters
	f0 smoothing and stylization: segmentation into prosodic events
	classification and labelling of f0 movements.

in earlier versions, merten’s Prosogram (d’alessandro & mertens 2004) was 
used for stylizing f0 contour into syllable-size vectors. in the current version of 
ProsoTool, smoothing and stylization are performed by the built-in functions of 
the praat program to exclude perceptually not relevant, momentary excursions 
of the actual measured f0 data resulting longer stretches of tonal movements. 
The classification is based the duration and the amplitude of the movements 
(following the parameters of the tilt intonation system, taylor 2000), which are 
compared to the individual vocal range of the speaker.

Evaluation

The prosotool script was tested using the audio recordings of annotated two-
party dialogues from the HuComTech Corpus. in my previous work (Szekrényes 
2014), three manual and an automatic annotation of the same speech segment 
were compared within the framework of a perceptual experiment. The poster 
aims at presenting the results of further experiments on the perception and 
computational analysis of speech prosody in relation to the pragmatic structure 
of different dialogue types.
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Purpose

We have made telephone dialogue annotations using labels based on speech 
act theory (austin 1962, Searle 1979) for Japanese, french and english docu-
ments in order to analyze their discourse and contribute to semantic represen-
tation for Japanese-french-english machine translation (mt).

Rationale

The speech act theory51 lies in analyzing meanings in a relation among lin-
guistic conventions correlated with words or sentences in utterances. accord-
ing to the theory, the speaker utters a sentence and performs a speech act to 
the hearer, and the speech act is associated with speaker’s intention in a situ-
ation. Various illocutionary acts in terms of an intention can be supposed and 
be classified (oishi 2006, tomokiyo 2000). We suppose the chain of these labels 
implies dialogue discourse. So, we have experimented a classification of the il-
locutionary acts by annotating the collected corpora (tomokiyo 1994a, b). 

The used corpora and its annotation

The annotations are manually made by linguistic intuition of experts for fol-
lowing corpora, while referring to some guidelines based on the classifications 
of meanings by austin (1962) and Searle (1979). 

 51 The speech act theory has been long time discussed since J. l. austin: b. russell (1972), J-r. 
Searle (1975), J. derrida (1990), e. oishi (2006), etc. 
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corpora in Japanese52 in french53 in english54

dialogue topics enquiry about a 
conference hotel reservation enquiry about a 

conference
number of dialogues 66 68 67
number of turns 2929 3381 1947
number of words 30333 35444 26334

Classified illocutionary acts

There exist no real commonly agreed-upon standards for establishing a set 
of speech acts labels. We think illocutionary acts consist of the intentions and 
communicative manners of interlocutors (tomokiyo 2000, Weisser 2014). The 
annotation labels are assigned to surface expressions of each unit. concerning 
annotation unit, words, a sentence, a turn, un utterance, and pause unit () are 
taken account of.

The set of speech acts labels consists of following 28 illocutionary act labels : 
“inform”, “offer”, “offer-follow-up”, “promise”, “yn-question”, “action-request”, 

“confirmation-question”, “do-you-understand-question”, “permission-request”, 
“Wh-question”, “yes”, “no”, “acknowledge”, “Thanks”, “Thanks-response”, “fare-
well”, “Good-wishes”, “Good-wishes-response”, “Greet”, “apology”, “apology-re-
sponse”, “alert”, “instruct”, “confirmation-question-to-self”, “invite”, “Vocative”, 
“topic”, “expressive” (tomokiyo 1994a). 

e.g. (Japanese corpus)
 receptionist:           (hello) (Greet)
 (here is Kyoto international exchange center.) (inform)
 participant:
 

(my name is miura. (Greet) i’d like to attend a lecture “about the role of 
multimedia on machine-aided translation”) (inform)

 (french corpus)
 client: bonjour madame. (hello, madame) (Greet) Je voudrais une 

chambre pour deux nuits. (i’d like to reserve a room for 2 nights) (ac-
tion-request)

 receptionist: oui, (acknowledge) pour quelle date? (for what day?) 

 52 The corpus has been developed at atr in Japan in 1996. 
 53 The corpus has been developed at clipS-Geod in france in 1999. 
 54 The corpus was developed at atr in Japan in 1996.
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(Wh-question) (english corpus)
 receptionist: Good morning (Greet) conference office (inform), can  

i help you? (offer)
 participant: yes (acknowledge), i’m trying to find my way to the interna-

tional telecommunications and right now i’m at Kyoto station. (inform) 
(tomokiyo 1994a)

Modelization of dialogue discourse

in order to model structures of dialogues, we have also studied utterance con-
nectors in the corpus, and have proposed a semantic representation for two 
adjacent utterances in each corpus (tomokiyo 2000):

e.g. “donc” in french: p: oui, puisque je viens en train. (yes, because i’m 
coming by train.)

Q: donc, c’est simple. (So, it’s simple.)
[[sem [[reln *donc*]

[type *conséquent*] (logico-semantic information)
[niveau *plusieurs*]
[obj [[p [[reln *Inform*] (pragmatic information)

[agen *locuteur*]
[recp *interlocuteur*]
[type *declaratif-positif*]
[nature *stimulant*]
[obj [[reln *venir*] (syntactic-semantic information)
[subj ?agen]
[means [[reln *train*]] ]]] ]] ]

[[Q [[reln *Inform*]
[agen !recp]
[recp !agen]
[type *déclaratif-positif*]
[nature *stimulé*]
[obj [[reln “être simple”]
[subj [[reln *ce*]]] ]] ]] ] ] ] ] ] 

in the semantic representation for “donc (therefore)”, *inform* is one of 
speech act labels, and it represents that the utterance Q, which is labeled as 
“inform” is connected with the utterance p, labeled as “inform” in the relation 
(in type) of “conséquence”.
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Reflection and perspectives

corpus annotation by linguistic experts is a time-consuming job. So, it’s bet-
ter and possible to semi-automate the annotation by preparing bigger corpus, 
adding some ontology to our labels and by making example-based search with 
some criteria (leech & Weisser 2003, tomokiyo 1994b, Weisser 2014), because 
our set of labels correspond to surface expressions or words employed in a situ-
ation.

The final goal of our work consists in improvement of results of source lan-
guage analysis towards improvement of the quality of translation in Japanese-
french mt. So, it’s our subject to be taken up to make agglutination of speech 
act labels with a syntactic-semantic module. 
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mirativity is a grammatical category which tells the hearer that the informa-
tion transmitted was not only new to the hearer at the time when the speaker 
herself received that information but also unexpected and therefore surprising, 
whether or not the speaker has first-hand experience with that which surprised 
her. it is the marking of unexpected information, information that somehow 
shocks or surprises the speaker. This category has been linked to evidentiality 
however, in recent years based on evidence from lhasa tibetan, the athapas-
kan language hare and some other languages. delancey (1997, 2001) argues 
that mirativity should not be subsumed under the category of evidentiality. his 
position seems to prevail today among typologists with a special interest in mo-
dality and evidentiality. There appears to be a connection between mirativity 
and speech act. many (but not all) examples of miratives involve an exclamative 
speech act. discourse items, particles which encode information about speak-
ers’ source of knowledge or expectations of knowledge, markers that encode 
speaker’s expectations of other’s knowledge, can signal the surprise element.

in languages that do not encode an attitude of surprise by means of inflection 
(‘mirative mood’), expressions that are functionally equivalent to mirative af-
fixes are often fully or partially grammaticalized items historically derived from 
verbs that encode concepts related to imagination or reflection/pondering. This 
is true of the utterance-initial expressions képzeld (‘imagine’, 2nd p.sg. impera-
tive) in hungarian. i am going to argue that the imperative képzeld has under-
gone a process of grammaticalization that has led to a lexical split between the 
imperative and a segmentally identical, desemanticized particle that encodes 
an attitude of wonder or surprise directed at the expressed truth-conditional 
content, a so-called mirative marker. mirative statements starting with képzeld 
display several formal and functional properties that are incompatible with the 
rules pertaining to the lexical verb elképzel, among others a marker of emphasis 
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or intensification which frequently accompanies markers of mirativity in many 
languages. The mirative particle képzeld conveys information that the speaker 
believes the hearer to be unfamiliar with. The particle will not be used if the 
speaker believes the information to be already in the interlocutors’ common 
ground, so that the only new information transmitted by the speech act would 
relate to the speaker’s propositional attitude.

1 – Képzeld, megkaptad az állást!
 Guess what, you’ve got the job!

however, if the information is only new to the speaker, the surprise element is 
conveyed by means of nahát, an interjection. both nahát and képzeld are non-
truth-conditional items, but nahát has other information-structural properties 
than képzeld.

2 – Nahát, megkaptad az állást!
 Wow, you’ve got the job!

it is not unusual that discourse markers appear in pairs, enforcing, complet-
ing each other. Képzeld is often used together with the multifunctional dis-
course marker csak (only):

1’ – Képzeld csak, megkaptad az állást!
 Guess what, you’ve got the job!

in case of ex.2’ however, the two particles do not belong together, the infor-
mation the speaker expresses is unexpected for her, but it is already known for 
the addressee. Csak functions rather as an adversative context marker (Gyuris 
2009).

2’ – Nahát, csak megkaptad az állást!
 Wow, you’ve got the job!

i am going to argue that while képzeld and nahát can be considered as mira-
tive markers, csak does not assume genuine mirativity. 

it often occurs that verbs of cognition, such as the hungarian képzel (‘imag-
ine’), gondol (‘think’), the english imagine, think, mean or the norwegian tenke 
(‘think’) are used in various discourse related functions. i am going to analyze 
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two of these linguistic items (képzel/tenke) as particles with little or no verb-like 
properties, as items that are formally identical to imperative forms of the verbs, 
more precisely as non-truth-conditional utterance-initial particles (marginally 
also utterance-finally).

Tenke is a norwegian polysemous lexical verb, one of whose meanings cor-
responds directly to the meaning of the hungarian verb képzel. i am going to 
focus on how the imperative and the particle differ, in both languages in terms 
of syntactic form as well as semantic import and pragmatic interpretation.

a propositional attitude of surprise at some fact is not compatible with the is-
suing of an imperative, and you cannot be surprised at something you imagine, 
nor can you be surprised at something if you are not convinced of its existence. 
for these reasons alone it would be impossible to maintain that the hungar-
ian word képzeld is still the imperative of the verb meaning ‘imagine’ when it 
conveys surprise, and that the norwegian word tenk is still the imperative of the 
verb meaning ‘think’ when it conveys surprise. 52
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We present ongoing research on the extraction of discourse features for com-
putational stylometry in dutch. more specifically, we are investigating whether 
author profiling experiments (i.e. predicting characteristics of the author of a 
text, e.g. age and gender) might benefit from adding discourse characteristics 
as features to the document representation. currently, document representa-
tions for author profiling are mostly limited to word-based features, sometimes 
utilizing syntactic information. The hypothesis for using discourse information 
is that groups of people with a common sociological or psychological factor 
(e.g. gender) might organize discourse in a similar way, e.g. by using similar 
discourse structures, similar connectives and similar ways of structuring text 
in space and time. 

We began this research by investigating low-level approaches to discourse, 
beginning with the creation of lexicons of dutch discourse adverbs and dis-
course connectives. in exploring the creation of such lexicons, we mined the 
dutch Wiktionary55 for words from the categories ‘adverbs’ and ‘conjunctions’. 
The goal of the word lists is to categorize the words according to their discourse 
meaning or function. The frequencies with which these lexicon categories are 
used is then an approximation of the frequency of use of certain discourse 
structures. 

The adverbs are categorized based on the adverb typology described in the 
anS dutch grammar (haeseryn et al. 1997). We have formalized these types 
into 11 categories: place/direction, time, frequency, grade/intensity, quantifica-
tion, manner, modality, negation, conjunction, and preposition. 

 55 http://nl.wiktionary.org
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The conjunctions are categorized according to the penn discourse treebank 
tagset (The pdtb research Group 2007: 26–39). We only used the two top-
levels of the hierarchy (class level and type level) because the third level (sub-
type level) is the most ambiguous and can only be annotated in context. We thus 
annotate for the following 16 categories: temporal – Synchronous, asyn-
chronous; continGency – cause, condition; compariSon – contrast, 
concession; expanSion – conjunction, instantiation, restatement, alterna-
tive, exception, and list. 

Words can belong to more than one category to take polysemy and ambiguity 
into account. The final lexicon contains 1256 unique words belonging to one or 
more of the 27 categories. The lexicon will be made publicly available. We pro-
pose this representation as a first approximation of discourse structure. 

an association analysis was performed, which is very similar to a correlation 
analysis, but relates numerical variables (discourse category frequencies) to a 
categorical variable (gender). for this analysis, we used two dutch corpora for 
which author gender is known: the reviews part of the clipS Stylometry inves-
tigation corpus (1298 texts, Verhoeven & daelemans 2014) and a large corpus 
of dutch blog posts (301,080 texts). a logistic regression model is trained on 
each corpus with the category frequencies as features for each text and gen-
der as classes. The regression coefficients for each feature are indicative of the 
strength of association. We compute two-sided confidence intervals for confi-
dence levels of 95% and 99%.

We compare the category frequencies over gender in both corpora and indi-
cate where our analysis shows a significant association between category fre-
quency and gender in table 1. only the features that were significant in at least 
one of the corpora are shown here.
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reviews blogs

m f  m f  

 
conjunctions

concession 152.04 160.92  61.17 61.98 *

alternative 30.55 31.56  14.39 14.31 **

exception 0.00 0.00  0.0050 0.0035 *

comparison 154.91 162.93  61.41 62.21 *

condition 84.73 72.71 * 24.06 23.54 **

expansion 360.65 373.41  149.22 149.33 **

instantiation 11.46 10.04 * 2.776 2.712  

 
adverbs

place 745.18 764.88 * 296.49 294.60  

preposition 802.70 755.41 ** 281.24 276.30 **

Question 48.93 56.84  15.19 14.81 *

manner 576.90 567.70  210.53 211.55 **

frequency 25.54 32.87  8.75 8.97 *

negation 103.35 117.07  31.47 31.05 **

table 1. frequencies of categories (per 10,000 words) per gender for both corpora. Signifi-
cance: * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01

We can conclude that there are indeed significant associations between some 
of the discourse categories and author gender, although some associations are 
quite weak. more categories are significant for the blog corpus, which is prob-
ably due to the difference in size. over the different corpora, we observe that 
women tend to use less condition and less prepositional adverbs (or preposi-
tions). The differences in frequencies between the corpora are related to the 
different genres.

in future research, we would like to expand our word lists with more conjunc-
tions. We currently only have 80 conjunctions in our lexicon, while we believe 
more conjunctions to be around that are not in the list. another interesting 
approach would be to extract adverbs and conjunctions from part-of-speech 
tagged corpora so that our word lists better reflect real language usage. 

We have now paved the way for starting gender classification experiments 
using the category frequencies as features. We hope to show that these features 
can also add information to a word-based document representation by further 
improving the performance of those classifiers.
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as frequently noted, discourse relations can hold within a sentence as well 
within larger units of text. interest has recently grown in the former (intra-sen-
tential) discourse relations (Joty et al. 2015) – e.g. to support Statistical machine 
translation (Guzman et al.2014). We have therefore started to expand the an-
notation of intra-sentential discourse relations in the penn discourse treebank 
(prasad et al. 2008, 2014).

according to english grammar (huddleston and pullum, 2002), conjoined 
clauses, Vps and verbs can have senses other than simply conjunction (and), 
disjunction (or), and contrast (but). for example, X and Y may convey:

1. Consequence (X and therefore Y), as in “Scopes was convicted and fined 
$100 …” [wsj_0946]

2. Temporal Sequence (X and then Y), as in “tripoli says rome kidnapped 
5,000 Libyans and deported them as forced labor.” [wsj_0990]

3. Condition (if X then Y), as in “Give television a chance to cover live any 
breaking of the law, and no second invitation will be required.” [wsj-0290]

4. Concession (despite X, Y), as in “blacks and hispanics currently make up 
38% of the city’s population and hold only 25% of the seats on the coun-
cil.” [wsj_1137]

5. Temporal Inclusion (X while Y), as in “…the government can ensure the 
same flow of resources and reduce the current deficit. [wsj_1131]

Since these constructions are common, we took this to justify expanding the 
penn discourse treebank to include discourse relations associated with con-
joined Vps. here we briefly describe (1) the identification of tokens to annotate; 
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(2) the senses used in annotation; (3) their frequency distribution, along with 
some examples of common senses; and (4) what still needs to be done.

Identification of tokens for annotation

The conjoined Vps come from the penn treebank (ptb), identified through 
a search for sister Vps separated (optionally) by a conjunction or punctuation, 
and an optional adverbial. When found, the right-hand Vp was pre-annotated 
as Arg2 of a potential discourse relation, and the conjunction (if any) was pre-
annotated as its explicit connective. The two annotators could then exclude to-
kens or adjust their Arg2 span, as well as annotate their Arg1 span and sense. 
pre-annotated tokens were divided into 25 batches, with review and adjudi-
cation of each batch as soon as it was complete. The authors and annotators 
discussed the hard cases from each batch, keeping track of decisions, so as to 
maintain the same conventions in annotating further batches. here we briefly 
describe the exclusions and span adjustments, since it is relevant to inducing an 
automated sense classifier over the data.

annotators were told to reject pre-annotated Vp conjuncts lacking a verb, 
such as: 

6. The bonds are rated double-a by moody’s and double-A-minus by S&P. 
[wsj_1312]

 There were about 40 such tokens, and this decision could be reversed. to-
kens fit for annotation might have their spans (projections of Vp nodes) 
adjusted to exclude material that contributes to the sense of both con-
juncts. This means that spans in the corpus may not be the projections of 
Vp nodes in the penn treebank, as in:

7. ual … reversed course and plummeted in off-exchange trading after 
the 5:00 p.m. EDT announcement. [wsj_1305]

 here the right-hand conjunct was changed to “plummeted in off-ex-
change trading …” since the span starting “in off-exchange trading” also 
holds of the left-hand conjunct.

 finally, we decided to retain only those attributions within Vp conjuncts 
that are involved in the semantics of the relation (as in ex. 8, where de-
claring something a pesticide is intrinsic to the purpose of pulling that 
thing from the marketplace), while excluding said and added, which don’t 
seem to contribute to the contrast relation taken to hold in ex. 9.
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8. Give the epa more flexibility to declare a pesticide an imminent hazard 
and pull it from the marketplace [wsj_0964]

9. The company, based in San francisco, said it had to shut down a crude-oil 
pipeline in the Bay area to check for leaks but added that its refinery in 
nearby Richmond, Calif., was undamaged. [wsj_1884]

Senses used in annotation

We have extended and simplified the sense hierarchy used in pdtb 2.0 an-
notation.

it retains the same four level-1 senses, but level-3 senses now only encode 
the direction of asymmetric relations like Condition, with its two level-3 sens-
es, Arg1-as-cond and Arg2-as-cond. new level-2 senses include Negative-
condition, Purpose, and Manner, while level-3 senses such as Hypothetical-
conditional have been removed, as they were rare and posed difficulties for 
annotators. for the level-1 senses, the most common specific senses used in 
annotating conjoined Vps were:

	Expansion: conjunction, disjunction, Substitution.arg2-as-subst, man-
ner.arg2-as-manner, level-of-detail.arg2-as-detail

	Contingency: purpose.arg2-as-goal, cause.result
	Temporal: asynchronous.precedence
	Comparison: contrast, concession.arg2-as-denier

Distribution of annotated relations

The 4583 tokens annotated to date include 4138 explicitly conjoined Vps: 
3325 Vps conjoined with and, 458 Vps conjoined with but, 244 Vps conjoined 
with or, and 111 conjoined with less frequent connectives such as either…or (26 
tokens), rather than (25 tokens), instead of (11), and yet (8). There are also 401 
tokens of Vps conjoined by punctuation (a comma, a semi-colon or a dash), 
and 44 tokens of Vps conjoined by an explicit conjunction or punctuation, but 
whose sense seems associated with some other element, which we annotated as 
AltLex (prasad et al. 2010).

as in annotating the pdtb 2.0, annotators were allowed to record that they 
inferred more than one sense as holding concurrently. of the 4138 explicit to-
kens, 3136 were taken to convey a single sense, while 1002 were taken to con-
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vey two or three senses. of the 401 punctuation-conjoined Vps, only two were 
annotated with more than one sense. Though relations with and were labelled 
with senses other than Conjunction – for example, Purpose (ex. 10) – tokens 
of and in which multiple senses were inferred involved Conjunction, plus an-
other sense: Result (ex. 1), Precedence (ex. 2), Arg2-as-subst (ex. 11), Arg2-
as-detail (ex. 12) and Arg1-as-manner+Arg2-as-result (ex. 13).

10. These “active suspension systems” electronically sense road conditions 
and adjust a car’s ride [wsj 0956]

11. “We’ve got to get out of the Detroit mentality and be part of the world 
mentality,” declares charles m. Jordan, … [wsj_0956]

12. last monday, Qintex australia announced a restructuring plan and said 
it would sell off assets. [wsj_0979]}

13. punching away, we raised what I still think were all the right issues and 
landed more than one hard blow, … [wsj_0937]

With but, the most common sense pairings were Contrast+Arg2-as-subst 
(ex. 14) and Precedence+Concession.Arg2-as-denier (ex. 15).

14. The carnage among takeover stocks friday doesn’t mean the end of me-
ga-mergers but simply marks the start of a less ambitious game, … 
[wsj_2443]

15. consider Spendthrift farm, a prominent lexington horse farm that went 
public in 1983 but hit hard times and filed for bankruptcy-court pro-
tection last year. [wsj_1174]

no tokens of or were annotated with more than one sense, nor were any of the 
less frequent conjunctions.

inter-annotator agreement (iaa) on sense annotation (full agreement on one 
or more senses) was 74%. partial agreement on at least one sense was 74.3%. 
iaa on both senses and argument spans was 69.8%. partial iaa on at least one 
sense and span was 70.1%. of the 658 sense disagreements, the most common 
involved Contrast and Concession.Arg2-as-denier (127/658 =19.3%). of the 
338 tokens labeled Contrast by at least one annotator, the annotators disagreed 
37.6% of the time. but most of the disagreements between annotators involved 
only one of them reporting an additional inferred sense: for tokens annotated 
by both of them (explicit or inferred) the average disagreement was 13%.
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Still to do before corpus release

although all the conjoined Vps in the penn treebank have been annotated, 
there are some very similar spans that have been parsed as conjoined S-nodes, 
with a null subject in the right-hand conjunct co-indexed with the subject of the 
left-hand conjunct. This is the case in ex. 16:

16.  he joined the firm in 1963 and bought it from the owners the next year. 
[wsj_0305]

17. nissan handled the die-hards in a typically Japanese fashion: They weren’t 
fired but instead “were neglected,’’ says Kouji hori, … [wsj_0286]

We decided to include them in the corpus as an automated parser would find 
it hard to distinguish them from conjoined Vps. Such tokens are currently being 
annotated and adjudicated, and will then be folded into the corpus of conjoined 
Vps. also folded into the corpus will be tokens from the pdtb in which a dis-
course adverbial such as instead has been annotated in the right-hand conjunct, 
as in ex. 17.

We are aiming to release the corpus in may 2016, to anyone with access to the 
penn treebank (https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc99t42). We believe that 
this is the first large corpus of its kind, and thus will be of interest to the commu-
nity. While some conjoined clauses are annotated in the rSt-corpus (carlson et 
al 2003) but the sense of those conjoined by (and) is simply List. While tokens 
of conjoined clauses, verbs and Vps have been annotated with a wider range of 
senses by Kim and di eugenio (2006) and Subba and di eugenio (2009) within a 
corpus of home repair instruction manuals, the corpus is small compared with 
the current one, though worth examining further because of its focus on a dif-
ferent genre. our hope is that this extensive new corpus will stimulate efforts 
to automatically annotate similar constructions in english and other languages.
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Semantic weakening is a type of semantic change whereby lexical elements 
shift from a “stronger” to a “weaker” or “less precise” meaning, also applicable 
to a wider context of use.56 typical lexical examples are the semantic weaken-
ing astonish/astound, from the intense meaning of ‘being struck by thunder’ to 
todays “weaker” meaning of ‘being (highly) surprised’. This linguistic notion also 
seems to apply to discourse structuring devices and can be observed in many 
languages. here, the shift seems to be mainly one from a semantically specific 
(cause, time, contrast, etc.) to a less specific or “underspecified” meaning: 

(1) czech: Tak jak se máte? 
 [So, how are you?]
 Shift from the causal meaning to an underspecified relation

(2) french: Le problème est réel. Mais, je voudrais attirer votre attention sur 
l’argument suivant. 

 [The problem is real. But, I would like to draw your attention to the follow-
ing argument.]

 56 This work has been supported in part by the lindat/clarin project no. lm2015071 of 
the meyS cr.
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Shift from (semantic) contrast to topic shift/introduction (sequential use)

(3) hungarian: Akkor hogy is fogjuk ezt csinálni? 
 [So (then), how are we going to do it?] 
 Shift from temporal through additive to underspecified meaning 

Spooren (1997) talks about underspecified discourse relations in case “the 
semantics of the connective that is used to indicate the link does not fully match 
the semantics of the relation that is intended by the speaker or writer.” (Spooren 
1997: 150), e.g. the use of a temporal connective to express a causal relation, or 
the use of an additive connective (typically and) to mark a contrastive relation.

The phenomenon we would like to study here is a little different in that a 
semantically specific marker is used to express a less specific meaning. While 
this process has been studied extensively from a diachronic perspective – often 
in the theoretical context discussing the processes of grammaticalization and/
or pragmaticalization (see e.g. degand & evers-Vermeul 2015 for an overview), 
we would like to focus here on a synchronic and cross-linguistic perspective. 

The research questions we would like to address are:

(1) are there some discourse structuring devices that are more prone than 
others to be used with both their semantically specified and semantically under-
specified meanings? cross-linguistic candidates seem to be the “equivalents” of 
but and so, but their might be others.

(2) how can this shift from specification to underspecification be described? 
in line with diachronic research, we suggest that the ideational (propositional, 
content, semantic) meaning shifts to “non-semantic” meanings, such as the in-
teractional and textual domains.

in our contribution, we want to open the discussion on two general types of 
semantic weakening:

(i) domain shift (e.g. shift from the ideational domain to the sequential (or 
discourse-structuring) one (crible in press, crible, degand & Simon 
2016, cuenca 2013). 

(ii) Shift of relational functions (e.g. shift from the additive function to oppo-
sition, within the same domain; e.g. the examples described by Spooren 
1997).
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domain shift is grounded in the proposal that language may be used at differ-
ent levels, domains or planes of discourse (halliday 1994, Sweetser 1990, Schif-
frin 1987). Given the polyfunctional nature of discourse structuring devices, we 
expect that these markers can be used in different domains and that this shift 
from one domain to another impacts on the meanings expressed (and therefore 
on the way they will be annotated in corpora).

functional/relational shift is also closely linked to the polysemy of drds, but 
the shift occurs within one domain, typically the semantic/ideational domain. 
Thus temporal markers, typically expressing temporal relations, can be used to 
express causal or contrastive meanings.

during the pilot analysis of the language data in czech, french and hungar-
ian several common types of shifts were observed in both groups of shifts (do-
main shift, shift of relational functions):

Topic shift (domain shift)
(4) hungarian: És mikor megyünk el a kiállításra? 
 [And when are we going to see the exhibition?]

(5) french: Alors, qu’est-ce qu’on fait aujourd’hui? 
 [Then, what do we do today?] 
 authentic example:
 et c’est un des aspects qu’on discutera dans la conclusion /// alors euh le 

phonostyle c’est un un objet d’étude particulier
 [and that’s one of the aspects that we will discuss in the conclusion /// so/

then uh the phonostyle is a particular object of study]

(6) czech: A co ve škole dneska?
 [And what about your school lessons today?]

Emphasis (domain shift)
(8) french: tiens encore Jean d’Ormesson // mais on entend /// Jean 

d’Ormesson // à chaque automne /// 
 [hey again Jean d’Ormesson // but we hear /// Jean d’Ormesson // every 

autumn ///]
(9) hungarian: Engem pedig nem érdekel! 
 [I’m however not interested in the least!] 
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(10) czech: Tak, a teď jsi to rozbil!
 [So, and now you have broken it!]

Relational shift: from conjunction to opposition
(11) czech: Pořád se mluví o malém pohraničním styku a nikdo vlastně neví, 

co to je.
 [People talk about small contact around the borderline and nobody 

knows what it is.]
(12) french: Il avait promis de venir et il n’est pas venu.
 [He had promised that he would come and he did not come.]
(13) hungarian: Megígérte, hogy eljön és nem jött!
 [He had promised that he would come and he did not come.]

Relational shift: from opposition to conjunction
(14) czech: Podle našich informací najdete takové školy v Praze 2, v ulici 

Moravské… Bližší informace však získáte z brožury Komplexní infor-
mace o pražských učilištích…

 [According to our information you can find this type of schools in Prague 
2, the Moravská Street… But you can obtain more detailed information in 
the booklet Complex information about Prague training schools.]

(15) french: (…) comme vous allez voir on ne travaille pas // euh sur des 
valeurs brutes de f zéro /// mais on travaille sur une représentation styli-
sée de la fréquence fondamentale /// 

 [as you will see we do not work on uh raw values of F zero /// but we work 
on a stylized representation of the fundamental frequency ///] 

Conclusion and open questions

according to the pilot data analysis, semantic weakening or underspecifica-
tion does occur cross-linguistically in typologically diverse languages. Work is 
ongoing to quantify the phenomenon at hand, also in other languages. identify-
ing and describing these semantic shifts is important in view of our common 
endeavor on discourse annotation. to what extent do these phenomena chal-
lenge existing annotation schemes? Which markers give rise to most ambigu-
ity? What is the role of the marker vs. the discourse relation and / or discourse 
domain when describing our data? 
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Venues

Th e venues are 25 Dózsa György Way, Budapest, H-1146 (Main Building) 
and 16 Szabó József Street, Budapest, H-1146 (Synod Building)

Please note that if you enter the above addresses directly into googlemaps, 
you might end up with the wrong address, so please use the map below as a 
point of reference.

here’s a sketch of the layout of the main building. room 10/a will be the 
cloak room. please note that two individual rooms (9 and 11) will be used for 
lunches and coff ee breaks on most of the days, so if one of the rooms is crowded, 
please try the other one. room 215 is on the second fl oor, its location is two 
fl oors above room 9. Gate is “Kapu” in hungarian.

Getting to the Synod from the main building

Sessions marked as Synod (both plenaries and some of the oral presenta-
tions) will be held in an off -site building of the Synod of the hungarian re-
formed church (Szabó József utca 16). turn left as you leave the main building 
(dózsa György út 25.) and head south-east towards abonyi utca. turn left onto 
abonyi utca and walk about 400ms. When you reach Szabó József utca turn 
right, and you’ll fi nd the entrance of the building at number 16. Th e auditorium 
is on the fi rst fl oor.
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Accommodation

textlink is partnering with the Lion’s Garden Hotel and Danubius Hotel 
Arena to provide participants with accommodation options (both are 4-star 
hotels, providing accommodation for 70 / 80€ per night for single / double use, 
respectively):
	Lion’s Garden Hotel: http://www.lions-garden-hotel-budapest.com/. par-

ticipants wanting to book this hotel should complete the reservation form 
they receive via email.

	Danubius Hotel Arena: http://www.danubiushotels.hu/szallodak-buda-
pest/danubius-hotel-arena participants wanting to book this hotel should 
follow the link they receive via email.

	Th ere are other options available on booking.com.

Public transport

budapest’s public transportation systems are operated by the company bKK 
(website: http://www.bkk.hu/en/main-page/news/). buses, trams, trolleybuses 
and metros (4 lines) frequently run from 4.30 a.m. until 11.0 p.m. you can easily 
get anywhere you like using public transport. it is a good idea to buy a block of 
10 tickets (3000 HUF) from a machine. you can fi nd these bKK machines at 
around all terminals and stops (including the bus stop at ferihegy/liszt ferenc 
airport). a single ticket bought from a machine costs 350 huf, while a single 
ticket bought onboard from the driver (only available on buses!) costs 450 huf. 
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a budapest 24-hour travelcard (with unlimited bKK trips) costs 1650 huf. be 
sure to validate your ticket using the orange or red ticket-punching machines 
as controllers may ask to see your ticket, and will fine you for having an invalid 
one. Some ticket-punching machines on buses and streetcars are manual. be 
sure to insert your ticket into the top slot and pull the punching mechanism 
toward you.

Taxis 

(REMINDER: if you are being reimbursed through COST for participation in 
the meeting, the use of taxis is strictly limited to between the hours of 22.00 and 
07.00).

phone numbers of some taxi companies:
	6x6 taxi: +36-1-666-6666
	barát taxi: +36-70-773-2000
	buda taxi: +36-2-333-333
	budapest taxi: +36-4-333-333
	city taxi: +36-2-111-111
The average taxi fare is composed of 3 parts: basic fee (450 huf), er kilometre 

charge (280 huf/km) and waiting fee (70 huf/min). a taxi from the airport 
to the centre of budapest will cost something between 5.000 and 10.000 huf.

Getting to the hotel (Lion’s Garden Hotel, budapest, cházár andrás u. 4, 
1146: http://www.lions-garden-hotel-budapest.com/) from the airport (http://
www.bud.hu/english ):
	Getting to the hotel using public transport: you can buy a bus ticket from 

a machine at the airport for 350 huf or from the driver onboard for 450 
huf. however, since you need to transfer from bus to metro several times, 
it is useful to buy a block of 10 tickets (3000 huf) from the machine. from 
4:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. the public airport bus, number 200E commutes 
between terminal 2 and Kőbánya-Kispest metro terminal (blue line, m3), 
about 25 minutes away. Get off the airport bus 200e at Kőbánya-Kispest 
(metro station), and take metro line 3 (blue line, m3) towards Újpest Köz-
pont, and get off at the Ferenciek tere stop (9 stops, 15 minutes). from 
ferenciek tere take bus number 5, 7, 110, 112 or 907. Get off the bus at 
the Cházár András utca stop. The hotel is located at the beginning of the 
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street, right across the 100-year-old cathedral.
	a taxi from the airport to the hotel (and in general to the centre of buda-

pest) will cost something between 8.000 and 10.000 huf (about 30 eur). 
you can use one of the recommended taxi companies (or basically, any taxi 
company with a logo on it), and you may also contact the hotel for assis-
tance: info@lions-garden.com.

Getting to Danubius Hotel Arena**** ifjúság útja 1–3., 1148 budapest, hun-
gary from the airport (http://www.bud.hu/english):

from 4:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. you can take the public airport bus number 
200e which commutes leaves from terminal 2. Get off the airport bus 200e at 
felsőcsatári út (8 stops, 16 minutes). from felsőcsatári út take bus number 95 
towards puskás ferenc Stadion. Get off at the final destination, puskás ferenc 
Stadion (20 stops, 31 minutes). you will see the hotel near the bus stop at ifjúság 
útja 1. 

Getting to the TextLink conference venue (budapest, dózsa György út 25, 
1146) from the hotel (lion’s Garden, budapest, cházár andrás u. 4, 1146):

The conference venue is within walking distance from the hotel (500 metres). 
as you exit lion’s Garden, turn left on cházár andrás utca. at the first cross-
ing, turn left onto abonyi utca. Then at the next crossing, turn right onto dózsa 
György út. The conference venue will be on your right (dózsa György út 25).

From Danubius Hotel Arena**** Ifjúság útja 1–3., 1148 Budapest to the con-
ference venue, Károli University: 1146 Budapest, Dózsa György út 25–27:

as you exit the hotel, turn right on ifjúság útja and walk 300 meters to 
the nearest bus stop called puskás ferenc Stadion (near a football stadium). 
take bus number 75 towards Jászai mari tér, and get off at Ötvenhatosok tere  
(5 stops, 9 minutes). from Ötvenhatosok tere you can easily find the univer-
sity/conference venue in 200 meters on dózsa György Street (dózsa György út 
25–27) on your left.

alternatively, you can walk straight down dózsa György Street, which takes 
you to the conference venue, it is, approximately, a 20-minute walk.
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Directions to the Építészpince Restaurant 
(venue of the conference dinner)

as you leave the main building turn right and head north-west towards “ajtó-
si dürer sor”. turn left onto “dembinszky utca” and you will find the bus stop 
for bus no 74 (it is an electronic red bus, called “troli” [trolley] in hungarian). 
take the bus in the direction of “astoria m” and go 6 stops. Get off at “Károly 
körút” (aKa astoria m) and walk east on “dohány utca”. turn right onto “Síp 
utca” then right again onto “rákóczi út” and find “puskin utca”. Walk south on 
“puskin utca” and continue straight on “pollack mihály tér”, which, in turn, goes 
straight into “Ötpacsirta utca”. The address of the restaurant is 2 Ötpacsirta 
Street (Ötpacsirta utca 2.). 

Directions to the Cruise Ship Dinner

From Lion’s Garden Hotel budapest, cházár andrás u. 4, 1146 to the boat 
cruise, Jászai Mari tér, hajóállomás (port)

as you exit the hotel, turn right and walk 450 meters on cházár andrás 
street. from the bus stop Ötvenhatosok tere take bus number 75 towards Jászai 
mari tér (14 stops, 21 minutes). Get off the bus at its last stop. Walk to the port 
(=hajóállomás in hungarian) (max. 500 meters).

From Danubius Hotel Arena**** ifjúság útja 1–3., 1148 budapest to to the 
boat cruise, Jászai Mari tér, hajóállomás (port)

Walk 350 meters to the nearest metro stop, puskás ferenc Stadion (near a 
football stadium). take metro line m2 towards déli pályaudvar and get off at 
Kossuth lajos tér (5 stops, 10 minutes). you will see the house of parliament on 
a square on your left. pass the parliament and walk through Kossuth tér which 
continues in balassi bálint utca (800 meters). at the end of balassi bálint utca, 
you will get to Jászai mari tér and the port (=hajóállomás in hungarian) will be 
on your left. 

Directions to the venue of the concert

The concert hall is a half-hour walk from the conference venue. one of the 
organizers, anna nagy, will be guiding participants from the main building to 
the concert venue. if you decide to use public transport to get there from one of 
our partner hotels, here are the directions:
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From Lion’s Garden Hotel budapest, cházár andrás u. 4, 1146 to the con-
cert venue, Liszt Academy of Music, concert centre budapest, liszt ferenc 
tér 8:

as you exit the hotel, turn right and walk 450 meters on cházár andrás street. 
from the bus stop Ötvenhatosok tere take bus number 74 towards Károly körút 
(astoria m). Get off the bus at Wesselényi utca (5 stops, 9 minutes). turn right 
and 600 walk meters on erzsébet körút. after 600 meters, turn left and you will 
see the concert venue, liszt academy of music, liszt ferenc tér 8.

From Danubius Hotel Arena**** ifjúság útja 1-3., 1148 budapest to the con-
cert venue, Liszt Academy of Music, concert centre budapest, liszt ferenc 
tér 8:

Walk 350 meters to the nearest metro stop, puskás ferenc Stadion (near a 
football stadium). take metro line m2 towards déli pályaudvar and get off at 
blaha lujza tér (2 stops, 5 minutes). from blaha lujza tér, you can turn left and 
walk straight ahead for about 900 meters to the concert venue, liszt ferenc tér 
8. if you don’t want to walk, you can take 2 stops on tram 4 or 6 towards Széll 
Kálmán tér (just 2 minutes). Get off the tram at Király utca. you will find the 
concert venue after walking 150 meters. 

Tourist information about Budapest:
http://www.budapest.com/
http://visitbudapest.travel/budapest-info/ 

Further useful information:
as for currency, although hungary is part of the european union, it does not 

use the euro as its currency. The hungarian currency is the Forint (ft, HUF).  
1 eur = 310 huf. 

Credit cards are commonly but not universally accepted so it is wise to ob-
tain some forints (about 10.000 huf) for your stay even if you expect to use a 
credit card or debit card for as much as you can. all hotels and most restaurants 
accept credit cards. however, in some corner shops and kiosks you need to pay 
in cash for amounts lower than 1000 huf (approx. 3 eur).

ATMs are easy to find in budapest, and there are many options for exchang-
ing cash. most often, currency exchange kiosks located in tourist areas or shop-
ping malls offer the best exchange rates. currency exchange is available at the 
airport at a significant surcharge (10–15%). currency exchange is also available 
at banks at a smaller surcharge. (many international banks have branches in 
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hungary.) atms dispense hungarian currency at your bank’s daily exchange 
rate; however, you may be charged a foreign fee on top of the service fees. 

Tipping is very much a part of the culture in hungary, and most people will 
routinely tip waiters and taxi drivers (10–15%).

as for drinking water, tap water is safe to drink in hungary. if you want to 
buy mineral water, it is useful to know that the meaning of the colours of the 
bottle caps is different in hungary than in most parts of europe. pink cup means 
mineral water without gas, blue means water with gas, and green means mild 
sparkling water, just a little bit bubbly.




